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                                           Introduction

There is always an endless supply of things to do, people to see, and

promises to keep. Life can easily become quite hectic in a very short

amount of time. Once chaos erupts, it's not always clear how to rein it in

and get things running smoothly. This can lead to constant stress,

depression and anxiety, three extremely bad states for both health and

happiness.

However, there is a way to take control of your life again or maybe for the

first time ever. Get ready to discover a whole new world of organization

like you never thought possible. You can find the light at the end of the

tunnel and turn chaos into order simply by following a plan... one that

will free you from your current predicament and provide you with

everything you need to know to make living your life what it was meant to

be - fun, fabulous and free of all worries!

How can one book promise something so life-changing?  Incorporate just

one thing from this book into your daily life and gain at least some relief

from the overwhelming tasks of today. Soon you will feel a weight lifted

from your shoulders. Things you think of as burdens now will become

things you actually look forward to doing. Your incredible journey to

complete and total organization is just about to begin!
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Chapter 1. Your Home Sweet Home

                     

When you’re not out and about, shopping, running errands or working

it’s nice to come home to a place that you can feel at peace. The place you

live shouldn’t be just a roof over your head, it should be your home sweet

home!

Unfortunately that’s not always the case. If you’re reading this book, it’s

probably a good guess to say that you are in the same boat as many

people with hectic lives. Maybe you don’t feel that sense of serenity and

contentment that you so desperately desire when you walk into your

house. Wouldn’t it be nice to come home to a clear kitchen sink, no

laundry to wash, no endless papers to go through and no more clutter in

every corner of every room? Then this chapter is just for you.

Find out how to get your entire home in the best shape it has ever been

in, how to eliminate any problems that are causing you to feel

overwhelmed and how to make your home the sweetest one in town!
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By the Door - Launch Pad

Misplaced items that you bring home and then search for later, waste

time and cause unnecessary stress.

You’ve just stepped off of the welcome mat and into your front door. Now

what? The first thing everyone usually does it put everything they are

holding down somewhere... anywhere. Whether it’s a purse, wallet,

groceries, keys, shopping bags or the leftover casserole you were forced to

take home from the office picnic, you need to have a place to put things

no matter what comes into the home.

The worst thing to do upon coming home is to mindlessly put things

down on the way to whatever room you’re headed to. People tend to

forget about what happened during that time leading to lost keys, purses,

wallets, cell phones, etc... Anything important that you bring home needs

to have a place to avoid the consequences of searching later on.

Not only will it prevent you from panicking in the middle of getting ready

to leave the house, it will also stop you from being late for an important

date just because you had to spent 15 minutes searching for the keys only

to find them next to the bathroom sink or maybe even at the bottom of

the laundry hamper. Sound familiar?

A perfect solution to this dilemma is to create a launchpad, preferably

near the door where you can place the items you need every time you

leave the house. This would usually be your mobile phone, keys, wallet,

purse, backpack, laptop, and other important things you need to bring.

You can accomplish this by installing a shelf or hook wherever you will

pass by as you leave your home making your routine for leaving so much

easier and worry free.  A hook or shelf can be purchased at any home

improvement store or you can simply designate a place that you already
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have to be your new launchpad.

When bringing home anything other than your routine items, be sure to

have a place where it will belong before you bring it in the house. That

way you can prevent disorganization before it ever begins to sprout.

A good rule of thumb is... if you don’t know where you will put it, don’t

bother bringing it home. One thing out of place can lead to several things

out of place rather quickly, leading to complete disorder in no time at all.

You can get creative with your launchpad if you want to. A great idea is

to have a shelf with a few levels that can be used to place things based on

where you will be going when you leave. The bottom level could even be

the perfect place for a couple of your favorite shoes.

Once you incorporate a launch pad into your life, you’ll wonder why you

haven’t been doing it all along. Gone will be the days of running late due

to misplacing your cell phone or missing something important altogether

because your keys vanished and you spent the entire day tearing

everything apart to find them.

This is possibly the most important step to creating your home sweet

home!

Bathroom

Aren’t you happy to have been born in times where bathrooms come

complete with warm running water, flushable toilets, showers and sinks?

It’s hard to imagine it any other way.

Though it’s easy to take these accommodations for granted in these

modern times, it helps to remember the days of outhouses and no
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plumbing! With all of these wonderful advancements in the bathroom, it

should be a breeze to keep things looking perfect shouldn’t it?

The truth is that it’s not always easy to keep the bathroom in order. With

the addition of amenities came an increase in bathroom necessities that

can easily become a cluttered nightmare. Toothpaste, soap, face wash,

body wash, shaving cream, razors, shampoo, conditioner... the list goes

on and on.

If you’re having trouble organizing all your bathroom supplies, you’ll love

these creative ideas for keeping things looking as tidy as can be:

Over the showerhead hanging caddies can be the perfect way to prevent

things from falling on your toes due to lack of space in the bathtub. You’ll

have everything you need for the shower or bath in one convenient place!

These caddies come in lots of shapes and sized to accommodate all

households and are an inexpensive way to organize your shower.

3 or 4 shelves installed on one wall of the bathroom beside the toilet can

make getting up from doing your business a thing of the past. You can

also install a small curtain to match your bathroom decor over part or all

of the shelves to hide unsightly bathroom supplies including toilet paper,

personal items and other items that create a cluttered appearance. Use

the very top shelf to decorate a bit if desired for a great finishing touch.

Bathroom cleaning supplies, blow dryers, brushes, makeup and other

supplies can easily become a mess under the sink. One amazing way to

organize all of the things under the sink is with small removable plastic

bins. Designate each bin for a specific purpose such as cleaning supplies,

hair products and makeup.

Another fabulous idea is to take an over-the-door shoe holder with

pockets and attach it to the inner side of the sink cabinet for easy access
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to things like brushes and hair dryers. If it doesn’t quite fit, simply cut

out a portion of the shoe holder until it does.

Many medicine cabinets are not really big enough for your needs and

things begin to accumulate all over the sink area. Clear bathroom counter

clutter by mounting a couple of oversized spice racks to the wall beside

the sink. There you can place any items that you just have to have out all

of the time. Many people prefer to have things like toothpaste, shaving

cream, hair spray/gel, deodorant, perfume, and cologne within arm’s

reach and this is the perfect way to do just that.

You’ll love how clutter-free and fabulous your bathroom looks when you

utilize these easy and relatively cheap methods. Your bathroom will

become an oasis that you can retreat to each day for a little pampering or

relaxation - perfect for taking the chaos out of your life!

Kitchen

The kitchen is one of the most difficult and rewarding rooms in the home

to organize. It’s not always easy to bring order to the chaotic array of

things inside a typical kitchen. Silverware, dishes, pots and pans, food,

spices, cleaning supplies, dish towels, oven mitts, appliances and many

more fill the seemingly endless list of things that go into your kitchen.

However, once you assign everything to a special place, things will run a

lot more smoothly when it comes to cooking and cleaning in your kitchen.

Being organized makes meal preparation a lot of fun.

Here’s a few things you can incorporate into your kitchen to make things

much easier:

Hang anything you can on pegs or hooks for easy visibility and
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accessibility. Things like oven mitts, aprons, dish towels, pots, pans, mugs

and other similar items that you use frequently are perfectly suited for

hanging for easy access. It looks fabulous too!

When deciding where to place your dishes and utensils in the cabinets

and drawers, it is best to place every day use items in the easiest places to

reach. Place things that you use infrequently, such as your guest set of

dishes in the higher, harder to reach shelves instead. Life is so much

easier when the things you use the most are right there where you need

them. Save the step stool or climbing on top of counters for special

occasions to avoid the annoyance as much as possible.

Place any items that are sticky and messy on an easy to clean, removable

shelf inside your pantry to prevent damage to shelves and make it easier

to clean up should the occasional accident occur. Things like syrup,

honey, molasses, jelly and other gooey items are perfect for placing on a

Lazy Susan. Contrary to the name, this spinning circular shelf will work

double time to make your life easier.

If you have an open pantry that needs sprucing up, try lining the shelves

with labeled baskets for easy storage of food items The combination of

baskets and labels is both pleasing to the eye and functional when it

comes to finding exactly what you need with ease. Have a basket for every

type of boxed food, pasta, canned fruits or veggies.

Cereals look fantastic on pantry shelves inside see-through cereal storage

containers. You’ll love how easy it is to select your favorite breakfast

cereal, pour a bowl and flip the lid back in place - no fussing over flimsy

cardboard cereal boxes again!

If you have a closet pantry, add additional storage space by placing an

over the door compartment organizer for items that you use frequently.

It’s also a great way to display snack items so that everyone can see the
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selection easily and quickly find what they want. Small bags of chips,

crackers, and other single serve snacks items are perfect.

A great storage tip for cabinets and drawers in the kitchen is to place all

similar items in the same place. Assign a spot for Tupperware and other

storage containers, baking pans, cookie sheets and mixing bowls. You’d

be surprised how easy it is to put things away once you have a plan in

place for all of your different pieces. Be sure to store your cookie sheets,

cutting boards and other flat pieces in a vertical position to make getting

to the one you want to use as easy as reaching in and pulling it out. Never

stack them on top of one another or you’ll be in constant fear of the

inevitable “avalanche” on a daily basis.

An absolute must for any kitchen is a drawer divider for the silverware.

Spoons, forks, knives and other cutlery should be neatly displayed in

organized sections of a divider. Having one of these nifty organizing

devices can save you several minutes each day, preventing you from

foraging through the drawer to find enough forks for dinner. Your hot

food will stay that way when you can immediately find what you’re

looking for!

Are you constantly searching for the last place you put the re-sealable

bags, cling wrap or aluminum foil? Prevent the hide and seek game when

it’s time to store your leftovers by placing these types of items nearest to

the refrigerator. A drawer is a great place for these items as they are the

perfect fit. Store Tupperware and containers with lids near the fridge as

well.

Take advantage of the drawer below your oven for pots and pans only. It

makes cooking on the stove a breeze when you have all the right supplies

all in one area where you don’t even have to turn your back on the food.

Be sure to place all your cooking utensils such as spatulas, stirring

spoons, measuring cups and other supplies in reaching distance of the
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stove as well. A great way to accomplish this is to use a few canisters to

store cooking utensils on the counter beside the stove.  Be sure that they

are heavy enough so they don’t topple over, and tall enough to keep

utensils from falling out.

Are to-do lists, school papers and other important paperwork cluttering

your kitchen counters? Free your counter space for other things by

mounting a decorative magazine rack or other similar wall unit to stash

things you must keep. You can even mount your phone beside it for easy

note taking should the need arise.

If you have a lot of cookbooks, store them in an area away from the stove,

sink and other appliances on a shelf. You’ll still be able to access them

easily without having to worry about damage from humidity or food

spattering, plus it will look really good in your kitchen too!

Every once in awhile it isn’t uncommon to pull something unidentifiable

from the fridge. To prevent this from happening to you, be sure to label

dates of foods stored in the fridge and throw away anything that’s no

good every few days. This will keep the fridge manageable, eliminating

the need to spend hours examining the contents of your perishable food

supply.

Navigating your kitchen will become a breeze when you incorporate these

simple kitchen ideas into your life. Who knows? You might even be

inspired to take on the culinary arts... voila!

Laundry

For some people laundry can be the biggest chore there is. It can quickly

pile up, especially for households with children or multiple adults.

Laundry day can easily become very overwhelming but there are many
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ways to make things a whole lot more efficient when it comes to

preventing dirty clothes and other washable items from taking over your

home.

Many of us have come to despise laundry because it never ends. There is a

constant flow of things to wash and if you skip just one laundry day, every

hamper in the house begins to overflow and from there it quickly spirals

out of control.

Is there a dreaded step to laundry that you just can’t stand? Maybe it’s

loading and unloading the washer or dryer. Or it might be putting the

clean clothing away. Whatever it is for you, there are several solutions

that will make this dreaded task become as bearable as it can be.

The following tips and advice will transform your laundry nightmare into

a dream come true!

Before you begin this process, you’ll need to catch up and dedicate one or

two days to doing all of the laundry and getting it all put away.

The first step to overcoming the laundry debacle is to put measures into

place that will streamline the entire process from start to finish. It all

begins on where the laundry is placed once it becomes dirty. A great way

to keep things simple is to have hampers that are roughly the same size

as one load in your washing machine. You’ll need three or more,

depending on the size of your family and what you want to separate.

A good rule of thumb is to have one for towels, another for colors and one

more for whites. You could also include a smaller hamper for hand

washable items too. For multiple person households, each individual can

have their own set of hampers for colors and whites. Once you’ve set up

your hampers, begin separating your laundry items as you go. This will

completely eliminate having to sort later so you can free up more of your
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time for other laundry steps.

The ultimate challenge many of us face on a daily basis starts in the

washer and dryer area. A quick and easy fix to finding a place for all your

laundry necessities is to install a sturdy shelf directly above your washer

and dryer. It’s the perfect place to store your detergent, stain remover,

fabric softener, etc.

Tackling the step of folding and putting away can be a real challenge.

However, if you have a specific spot for every item you wash, you’ll never

have to worry about where it needs to go. Label drawers or simply have a

system. For example: jeans all in one drawer, pajamas in another and

undergarments in another. You would be surprised how much easier it is

to put things away and find what you want to wear.

Another important thing that will make your life so much easier in the

laundry department is to do a thorough purge of items you don’t use or

wear anymore and donate them to charity every few months. It’s shocking

how many things you hold onto that you haven’t worn in months or

maybe even years!

Never let your laundry pile up. This is the key to keeping the task simple

and less time consuming. If you do a load or two each day, there will

never be overflowing hampers in every room of the house again. One

great idea is to start a load in the washer every night before bed, then pop

them into the dryer as soon as you wake up and let them dry as you get

ready for your day. Just before you leave the house, remove them from

the dryer and lay them flat so they don’t get wrinkled. You can then fold

and put them away any time you have a few minutes during the day or in

the evening when you get home.

Some people like to use a laundry service for the more time consuming

pieces of laundry and this is actually an extremely helpful approach.
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Despite what you may think, a laundry service turns out to be around the

same price you would pay to do your own laundry if you know what you’re

doing.

Always wash your own jeans, blankets, towels, sheets and other bulky and

heavy items. These are easiest to fold and put away. Since laundry

services charge their fee by weight, it significantly reduces the price. Be

sure to bring your laundry to be done on a schedule once or twice a week,

depending on how big your household is. Find a drop off/pick-up routine

that works best for you. You’ll be so grateful that all those little things are

already folded and ready to be put away!

With a clean slate and the above tools, you’ll be able to easily keep up

with your laundry. Just think about the relief you will feel when laundry is

no longer looming over you like a dark and ugly cloud!

Living Room

Your living room is the place where you likely bring guests into your

home, watch TV, have fun with your family or maybe just enjoy a lazy nap

on a Sunday afternoon. Whatever it is you do in your living room, there is

no doubt that it’s one of the most important rooms in the house to keep

looking its best.

Typically, friends and family will enjoy a lot of time in the living room

making keeping it tidy more difficult. However, with the following ideas

you can make your living room a perfectly organized and fun place for

everyone to congregate without spending too much time or effort.

Firstly, the furniture arrangement plays a very big role in how organized

your living room will be, as well as the types of furniture you have. It

helps to have an area for guests to meet and a separate area for
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entertainment if possible.

A collection of couches and chairs centered around a coffee table is the

perfect place to bring guests for a little catching up, playing board games

or whatever. Another couch, a TV and an entertainment system tucked

away in another corner makes the perfect entertainment cove.

Some homes have two rooms to separate these living spaces while others

only have a single space. For smaller living areas it may be necessary to

combine the two into one single area. Either way, you will feel right at

home with the right configuration. Play around with it until you find one

that’s right for you.

Just like with many rooms in the home, contain clutter by using different

types of decorative bowls, boxes and other storage that is easy on the

eyes. This prevents a table or shelf from overflowing with all the little

odds and ends. A bowl on the coffee table is the perfect place to put keys,

small toys or pen and paper. Decorative storage boxes can be useful to

hold a wide range of things so pick the size you need and place it on a

shelf for a clean and sophisticated look. No one will ever know it’s

containing the entire months’ worth of bills! Have magazine

subscriptions? Invest in an ottoman that doubles as a trunk to store

them. Get creative with it and you’ll soon discover your living room is a

clutter free zone.

When it comes to your entertainment area, a shelf or entertainment

system is a must. Be sure to shop around for one that has cabinets to hide

away odds and ends including CDs, DVDs, video games and controllers

plus a few open areas that allow you to decorate a little too. Personalizing

your space will make you feel happy and more at home. Some great

decorative pieces include pictures, ceramics, trophies or other important

memorabilia. Just be sure to keep it simple to avoid a cluttered

appearance.
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Remind everyone to put things away in the place it belongs after each use

to prevent a big mess later. It’s always easier to pick up one mess than it

is to pick up a week of messes all at once. There is never a need to spend

hours cleaning any room of your house if you uphold this valuable rule.

Just be sure to have a place for anything and everything.

The living room is most definitely one of the easiest rooms in your house

to keep looking orderly. Now that you have the knowledge to make it that

way, you’ll soon be on your way to having a living room you can be proud

of.

Bedroom

Bedrooms are a safe haven where peace and quiet can melt away the

pressures of everyday life and you can get a good night’s sleep. But it can

be difficult to do either if your bedroom looks more like the aftermath of

Thing One and Thing Two from the Cat in the Hat by Dr. Seuss! If you

know what I’m talking about then pay very close attention to the

following bedroom advice. Then utilize what you learn to magically

transform your room into the luxurious and relaxing oasis it’s meant to

be!

One thing that literally transforms a bedroom from looking chaotic and

messy to organized and clean is to simply keep the bed made. As soon as

you rise in the morning, try to make a habit of pulling up the bedspread

or blanket and placing pillows in an appealing way. You’ll be astonished

at the difference a minute can make in the atmosphere of your bedroom!

Speaking of beds, one of the best places for storage is underneath them. If

you have a lot of shoes but don’t like seeing all of them scattered all over

the room, try organizing them in a couple of rolling under-the-bed
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containers for a quick and easy way to grab what you need and go. Use

one for casual shoes and another for dress shoes. Be sure to place them

back inside the containers together when you take them off and you’ll

never have to worry about finding that specific matching pair when it’s

time to leave the house again.

You could also store extra sheets under the bed to free up more room in

the linen closet. Bulky items including backpacks, suitcases and luggage

bags are also great to store under the bed if space allows. Use a bed skirt

to keep the items neatly hidden away and no one will ever know they’re

there.

If jackets, purses or bags are an issue, hooks are a great option. Install

several hooks on one side of your closet to serve as an excellent display for

all of your jackets and bags. Utilize the vertical space in your closet by

using cascadable hangers for things like bras, skirts, shirts, shorts and

other shorter garments to significantly multiply your closet space. A neat

trick for making your own cascading hangers is to use the pop-top off of

soda cans to connect three or four hanger hooks together.

Are books, magazines and other reading material cluttering your room?

A bookshelf and small magazine rack will go far in making your bedroom

reading area look fantastic. If you have a reading chair, place the

bookshelf and magazine rack beside it in a corner of your room along

with a lamp for extra lighting. If you read in bed simply replace a

traditional nightstand with the above mentioned items instead.

If your bedroom doubles as an office or gaming area, be sure to keep your

work environment as separate as possible from the rest of the room. If

you have a separate room for your office space, you can still take

advantage of the following great tips. Utilize all of those highly functional

office supply organizational pieces to keep paperwork, pens, sticky notes

and other items from being thrown all over the place. A desk with a few
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built in drawers is the perfect way to store items out of sight for when it’s

time to call it a night.

Computer wires can quickly become a tangled disaster. To prevent this

use zip ties to bundle the wires in a neat line and secure the surge

protector to an area out of the way of feet to avoid accidentally shutting

down the computer and losing all of your progress. You won’t believe how

many times this happens!

If you have lots of things to remember or simply want to display certain

things right in front of you, place a dry erase board, cork board or

combination of the two on the wall above your computer monitor. That

way you can easily glance up and see whatever information you need

without having to conduct a search.

There are so many ways to organize a room. The possibilities are endless.

The above steps are simple enough and really make a world of difference.

What are you waiting for? Get started on creating your own special

relaxation zone today!

Garage

If you’re like most people, your garage is the place where you store

anything that doesn’t really belong in the home. Years of junk and

forgotten items are probably stashed away in every corner of the space.

You might even find that your garage is so full of stuff that your vehicles

are out in the driveway!

If this sounds about right then you’ll definitely want to take full

advantage of the priceless advice you’ll find on the following pages!

Don’t have a garage? You can also utilize these tips for practically any
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storage space as well.

Before you begin organizing all of the things in your garage, you’ll want to

decide what to keep and what to get rid of. If you haven’t used something

in three years or more, it’s safe to say that it’s something that needs to go.

Throw a garage sale, donate items to charity or simply toss it in the trash

depending on the condition of the items in question. One effective

strategy that cuts clutter in half is to get rid of one thing for every one

thing you decide to keep. Then you’ll have a fresh new start to begin

whipping your garage into shape.

The number one piece of garage organization advice is shelves, shelves,

shelves! There are never enough shelves when it comes to your garage.

They are the perfect way to store a variety of items and allow you to

quickly organize and find anything you want. Line all of the walls with

shelves and you’ll be good to go!

Also see about having a large platform installed across the ceiling joints

of the garage to store bulky items that you rarely use. This is the perfect

place to store seasonal items and decorations! Just be sure that there is

enough clearance for your vehicles and the garage door to open and close

properly before installing the platform.

If you have lots of items that can be hung, install a few rows of hooks to

keep them from becoming a pile of tools on the shelves. Label the front of

waterproof storage bins and keep like items together on the shelves.

Store things like rakes, hoes, brooms, shovels and other long handled

objects in a metal garbage bin to make yard duty easier than ever before.

Whenever you need the tools for some yard work you can simply pull the

entire can to wherever you need it, eliminating the need to run back and

forth. Attach some hooks to the garbage can rim for hanging the smaller
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gardening tools to make things even easier.

For tiny items such as screws, nails and washers, have a few drawers

installed on your shelves. Sort your tiny things by type and size in

removable compartments such as balsa trays to make things a whole lot

easier when you go looking for them.

These can be taken out of the drawer so that you can bring the desired

items along with you without having to go digging them out piece by

piece. A relatively inexpensive idea is to use baby food jars. Label the jar

lids so you know exactly what’s inside at a glance. That inevitable junk

drawer look will be a thing of the past!

Cleaning and organizing your garage or storage space can be a huge pain

and at times you might feel like progress is slow but if you stick with it,

you’ll soon find that you have the best looking garage on the block!
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2. Organizing Your Work/School Life

After family, most people consider their job and/or education as the next

most important thing in their life. It’s our livelihood, the way we provide

for ourselves and our loved ones. Because of this, organization for

employers, business owners, students and entrepreneurs is a massively

big deal.

In this chapter, you’ll discover the keys to making your work and/or

school life more productive, rewarding, efficient, less stressful and above

all easier for you and your family. Stop letting work related issues pile up

and cause panic and pandemonium in your daily life, stop

disorganization in its tracks with the following indispensable advice.

Preparation is Key

Are you running late, not getting things done on time or forgetting about

important things altogether? One of the worst feelings while on your way

to work or school is to suddenly realize you left your lunch or coffee
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thermos on the counter at home or that you forgot to bring in the

assignment you spent all night finishing for the morning due date.

Chances are that you just aren’t sure how to prepare for everything.

Without the proper preparation, things fall apart. The funny thing is that

it really doesn’t take much to prepare, though many of us tend to skip out

on this important step and jump right into everything we do regardless of

how crazy things get.

Here are a few ways preparation can be used to make your work life run

as smooth as butter:

Get to bed on time to avoid dragging your feet in the morning. To be

positively sure you get plenty of rest, get into bed an hour before going to

sleep and turn lights out approximately 8 hours before you need to get up

in the morning. During the hour of unwinding time, read a good book,

watch something you enjoy on the TV or do any other relaxing activity to

soothe your mind from worries that may keep you up at night. Aim for

around 7 hours of sleep as new studies show a link to lower lifespans in

those who sleep 8 hours or more per night.

Take a shower or warm bath at night instead of in the mornings to both

relax you and save valuable time in the morning. The less you have to do

before you head out the door, the better. If your hair gets messy during

sleep, try putting it up in a ponytail or braids before hitting the pillow.

You’ll wake up with perfectly manageable hair every time! For guys,

simply run your head under the sink and dry it with a towel before

combing it into your favorite style.

Don’t forget to brush your teeth in the mornings though to avoid that

dreaded morning breath!

Set the coffee maker or tea machine to brew your favorite beverage on a
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timer so that you wake up to that mouthwatering aroma, automatically

setting your mood to the right tune for your day. Also be sure to have

breakfast planned out.

A great way to start the morning is with a piece of fruit and a

pre-packaged granola bar, muffin or other breakfast item for a healthy

and fast way to fuel up. Even better stop at your favorite breakfast

drive-through on the way to your destination.

If you absolutely can’t go without a home-cooked meal, get anything you

can ready the night before and be sure to wake up extra early to allow for

cooking time and cleaning up. Try to prepare things that require only one

pot or pan like oatmeal, omelets or pancakes so that it doesn’t become a

drawn out process that could mean the difference between being on time

and running late.

Have the entire family put out what they will wear the next day to make

getting ready as fast as possible. You’d be surprised how much time you

save when you already know what to put on. Sleepy morning minds are

more prone to indecisive rummaging for the right look so it helps a lot to

have your clothing, shoes and makeup choices if applicable all ready to

go.

Also take a few minutes in the evening to prepare your launch pad as

mentioned in chapter one. Have backpacks, briefcases, purses, keys and

cell phones ready and waiting on your launch pad to avoid those stressful

scavenger hunts. Any important paperwork or information you’ll need for

the day should also make it to your launch pad each evening. If this is the

only reason you run late, incorporating this strategy will insure you

perfect attendance from here on out!

Do you take your lunch or snacks with you when you leave? Prepare

everyone’s food the night before so that it can easily be grabbed from
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your launch pad or the refrigerator on your way out the door.

Another great idea as an addition to your launchpad is to have a place to

hang coats, umbrellas, gloves or hats that you may need. If you’ve got a

small closet by the door this works perfectly as a place to store these

items. Otherwise simply use a basket tall enough to hold them.

Last but not least, a great way to prepare yourself for the day is by getting

the blood pumping. It’s been proven that your brain works better when

you exercise. One surefire way to prepare for your day is to get in a few

pushups, a brisk walk or other similar exercises that won’t make you

sweat too much.

Now that you know what it takes to be prepared for your day, you’ll look

forward to getting ready from here on out. It’s true what they say...

Preparation is key!

Desk or Work Station Tips

Whether at work or school, office, cubicle or any other work area, it is

important to develop a routine. For that to happen things need to be

organized in a certain way so that everything runs like clockwork.

Here are a few helpful tips to making the most out of any workspace no

matter where you are:

Eliminate as much paper as possible by switching any accounts that offer

the service of electronic billing and statements to paperless. Mail is easier

to sort from the inbox and you won’t have papers from every single source

piling up all over your desk or work space.

Use drawers or other storage space to categorize different projects, tools
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or other thing you need by priority level. For instance, have the things you

use multiple times in a short period within reaching distance in the

nearest access point from your computer chair or work station. Items

used less frequently should be placed together in a place that’s out of the

way yet still easy to get to when needed. A hierarchy system within your

organized space can really boost productivity and efficiency.

Create a to-do list somewhere that you won’t miss and use it to stay on

track every day. Including all of your routine and specific times for

achieving them will minimize your downtime spent trying to figure out

what’s next. You’ll easily be able to remind yourself and stay on track.

This is an absolute must for anyone that has multiple tasks to complete

on a regular basis.

One neat trick for doing this is to use your computer’s notepad or sticky

notes. Save a document with your routine and use it as your background.

When you close out one finished assignment or task you can then glance

at the next item on your to-do list! Don’t work around a computer? Jot

your list down inside your mobile phone instead. One glance and you’ll

know exactly what’s next.

Sometimes it’s all those tiny things that clutter your work area and make

everything feel really overwhelming. A great idea that won’t cost very

much out of pocket and is simply genius is to make PVC pipe organizers.

They are so fun to make and work so well! Pick up the sizes you need at

your local home improvement store in the plumbing aisle and glue a

piece of plastic to the bottom of each one.

You’ll have removable, movable little storage compartments to fit

virtually anything you need them for from paper clips and push pins to

scissors and pencils! For increased support for taller items glue a few

together so they won’t tip over. You can even get creative and decorate

them to match your sense of style. If you don’t feel like using the PVC pipe
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idea, any desktop organizer with lots of different compartments will do

just fine.

A shelving system with dividers can work wonders in helping you keep

track of all the different books and other shelfable odds and ends,

including computer software programs, brochures, magazines and more.

Label the tabs in ABC order or by type to make finding and categorizing

your stuff quick and painless.

Now that you’ve got everything organized and looking good, I’m sure you

want to keep it that way. But how do you do this? The good news is that

it’s really easy to do! When it’s time to stop working each day, spend the

last 5-10 minutes putting things in their proper place. Never leave

anything laying out unless absolutely necessary.

Also do a monthly run-through of any paperwork or files and get rid of

anything no longer needed. You may also want to do an annual sweep and

place completed projects in an archive, away from things you are still

working on to avoid longer than necessary searches.

When it comes to work you are now ready to tackle anything!

Briefcase/Work Bag

If your employer requires you to carry around a briefcase or work bag

wherever you go to hold items pertaining to your job, or if you decide that

you could benefit from one on your own, a little organization goes a long

way.

To avoid the typical briefcase turmoil, you’ll first need to take a look at

what it is that you will be carrying around in it. That way you can choose
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one that is the right size and provides enough pockets and compartments

for what you need. Choosing one that has plenty of room is usually the

safest route in any case but if you don’t want something too bulky you

might want to consider having more than one to hold different projects.

Depending on what you’re going to use the briefcase for, you may get a

great deal of use out of colored folders to hold each individual project or

subject. Having a different color or design on folders will make grabbing

the one you’re looking for extremely carefree.

A system is the ultimate way to keeping your briefcase looking superb at

all times. Have a specific place for everything. You could place your most

important folders in one pocket and the rest in another. Place your cell

phone, PDA, chargers, pens, business cards, keys and other items you

really can’t afford to forget in the exact same place every time and do a

count of these areas before going anywhere. This guarantees that you’ll

never be without your crucial items and devices again!

At the beginning or end of each month do a thorough inventory on the

contents of your briefcase, file any old assignments and throw away

things that no longer pertain to the job. Re-stock papers, pens, markers,

envelopes, etc. If you use your briefcase to hold business expense receipts,

file these away in the proper place on a weekly basis to avoid losing track

of them.

That’s pretty much all there is to preparing and maintaining your own

briefcase or work bag. Keeping your work things tidy will provide you

with a great sense of pride and accomplishment, even leading to raises

and advancements in your career. You’ll be looked up to as a responsible

and reliable person and that’s something to really smile about!
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3. On the Go Tips for Your Vehicle

Apart from your home, your vehicle is probably the next most important

material possession you own. Regardless of whether you have the latest

luxury vehicle, fastest sports car or simply a set of wheels that gets you

from point a to point b, you can benefit from organizing everything

automotive in a very big way.

Automotive organization can prevent many problems and disasters

before they arise. Being prepared and insuring your vehicle has the

proper care can go a long way in making it last you for years to come.

Additionally, you will learn about how to keep your vehicle in the best

shape inside and out.

The next several pages will give you the tools you need to keep your

engine purring as well as the steps to keeping it looking as good as it did

the day you bought it. This chapter is your guide to all things automotive!
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Keeping Your Ride Squeaky Clean

Step foot in any automotive store or aisle and you will quickly discover

that there are more choices out there for keeping your car looking

stunning than you could ever need. However, sifting through all those car

washes, waxes, magic sprays and funny smelling oils can leave you feeling

a bit confused. You really only need ten things! To keep your ride squeaky

clean, you’ll want to have the following important items:

1. Car Wash Soap - To safely wash your car don’t use other types of soaps

2. Sponge - Choose one that won’t scratch the paint

3. Microfiber Cloths - Great for drying to a spot-free finish

4. Tire Cleaner - Makes tires look amazing

5. Old Toothbrush - For the wheel crevices

6. Wax - Protects and shines

7. Buffer - To buff the wax to a perfect finish

8. Glass Cleaner - Get a streak-free clean on the glass

9. Interior Dashboard/Leather Cleaner - Such as Armor All

10. Caddy - To conveniently store all of these items in your garage or

trunk.

● Wash Your Car Every Other Week

● Wax Every 3-4 Months

● Clean the Interior Once a Month

Be sure to always use clean cloths and buffing pads on all surfaces of your

vehicle to prevent sand and other particles from scratching and ruining

the paint. With the proper cleaning regimen, your car will remain looking

like new for many years to come!

For further protection against fading, cracking and other damages, be

sure to park your vehicle out of the weather and direct sunlight for

extended periods of time.
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Solving the Trash Dilemma

If you frequent the drive through on a daily basis or tend to leave junk

mail piling up in your car only to look down and discover a giant mess

has now taken over the floor of your vehicle, then solving the trash

dilemma is probably pretty high on your agenda. Nobody likes to be

caught with a trashy looking vehicle!

Keeping your vehicle trash-free is an endless job but it doesn’t have to be

challenging. In fact, with the proper strategy you can completely

eliminate unsightly garbage from cluttering your car once and for all!

Keep a roll of small garbage bags in the glove compartment of your

vehicle. A free and green alternative is to save your grocery bags for the

job. You’ll be recycling too! From the moment you begin to accumulate

garbage during your trip, immediately grab one of those bags and place

anything that needs to be thrown away inside right after you finish with

it. When you leave your vehicle for any reason, take the bag with you and

toss it in the nearest trash bin, compactor or dumpster.

Garbage receptacles are everywhere so it won’t be a problem keeping up

with your trash before it becomes a huge undertaking to clear it all out.

It’s surprisingly simple and easy to do. Once you get into the habit, you’ll

wonder how you ever had it any other way!

Auto Organizers

If you spend a lot of time driving around, you might be in need of

something to hold all of your things rather than opting to throw it all on

the nearest empty seat. Next thing you know, you’ve turned a corner and

your glasses are lost for three months under the seat! Or you simply can’t

find a pen in your jam packed glove box when you need one.
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There are many organizers specifically designed for use in your vehicle

and it’s definitely beneficial to take advantage of as many of them as you

can. There are organizers for virtually anything. However, you’ll get the

best use out of these top organizational pieces:

● CD and DVD Visor Organizer

● Loose Coin Sorter

● Car Visor Organizer With Multi-Use Pockets

● Center Console Organizer With Extra Cup Holders

Incorporating these handy organizers will provide all of your belongings

with a specific place, eliminating the need for a thorough search every

time you need to find something. You’ll really appreciate that the next

time you get pulled over by the police or unexpectedly find yourself on a

toll road.

The Importance of Maintenance

Maintaining your vehicle will not only save you a lot of money and trouble

in the long run, it will guarantee you get the most out of your set of

wheels for many, many years. If maintained properly, you can get

hundreds of thousands of quality miles out of your vehicle.

When it comes to cars, trucks, vans or any other automobile, the proper

maintenance will cost you a little money, but it is nothing compared to

what you’ll have to pay if you let things slide for any length of time.

Sometimes, failing to maintain your vehicle can literally mean the

difference between life and death. So it’s safe to say that this is a section

that should be taken very seriously.

Use the following information to organize your own vehicle maintenance

checklist. It helps to know a mechanic. Here’s a simple routine to follow:
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Every month check your hoses, belts, oil level, tire pressure,

coolant/antifreeze, air filters and tires for damage or issues to catch

things before they become a major problem.

Every three months or 3,000 miles change your oil and filter, check

your windshield fluid, battery, steering fluid, brake fluid, transmission

fluid and battery cables for corrosion.

Twice a year replace your wiper blades and inspect the head lights,

brake lights, horn, brakes, spare tires, the exhaust system and shocks.

Specific Maintenance Requirements by Mileage:

Oil Change - Replace the oil and filter once every 3,000 miles or 4

months. For synthetic oil it’s every 7,500 miles.

Tire Rotation - Get tires rotated to insure even wear every 5,000 to

10,000 miles or twice a year

Brake Inspection - Get your brakes looked at and replace as needed every

15,000 to 20,000 miles or annually.

Transmission Service - Automatic transmissions should be serviced every

30,000 miles, 50,000 for manual transmissions.

Coolant Change - Every 50,000 miles or every 2 years have your coolant

changed and the radiator flushed.

Wheel Bearing Pack - To prevent hazards it’s a very good idea to do a

wheel bearing pack every 50,000 miles.

Valve Adjustment - After every 30,000 miles if this applies to your
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vehicle

Brake System Flush - Get your brake system flushed every 2-3 years

Timing Belt - Timing belts need to be replaced between 60,000 to

100,00 miles depending on the vehicle. Check your owner’s manual for

specifics just to be safe.

Accessory Belts - Have these belts checked every 30,000 to 60,000 miles

and replace at the first sign of wear to prevent breaking.

Power Steering Fluid Flush - Every 60,000 miles get your power steering

fluid flushed.

Engine Thermostat - Replace every 30,000 miles or 3 years. If your car

ever runs hot for any reason replace it then as well.

Tune Up - For older cars with carburetors or points you’ll need to take it

in for a tune-up at least every 60,000 miles. For newer cars a true

tune-up is not required. Spark plugs and coil packs can be replaced as

needed or recommended by your vehicle manufacturer.

Emissions Items - Every 30,000 miles test the emissions system and

replace any parts not up to code.

If in doubt, always refer to your vehicle owner’s manual for help. Keeping

up with your vehicle’s maintenance will save you more grief than you

could imagine. It’s worth every penny!
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Roadside Kits and Preparedness

Lots of things can happen when you’re on the road. One of the most

common roadside situations is a flat tire however lots of other things can

stop you in your tire tracks as well.

That’s why having an emergency roadside kit could mean the difference

between being prepared for anything and being stranded in the middle of

nowhere with no way to get help. Sometimes having a kit with all the

supplies you could possibly need could actually save your life.

When preparing an emergency roadside kit for your car, refer to

Murphy’s Law - “Anything that can go wrong will go wrong.” Even if

nothing ever does happen, it’s way better to be safe than sorry isn’t it?

Maybe we can learn something from those doomsday preppers after all!

Always keep your cellular phone with you when you drive anywhere.

Whether it’s a quick drive to the nearest convenience store or a road trip

across the country, you’ll definitely want to have this one tiny device

above all else.

Be sure to keep it as fully charged as possible and keep a charger in your

vehicle. A great rule is to keep it on charge while driving so that you’ll

have as much time as you can get before the battery dies. A cell phone is

always a great plan A. The rest of your roadside kit can be your plan B if

you wish.

Here’s what you’ll need to organize a perfectly functional and practical

emergency roadside kit:

Roadside Assistance Number

You can completely avoid having to do many of the more difficult repairs
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by simply signing up for a roadside assistance program and keeping the

number with you at all times inside your vehicle. It’s a good idea to have

it memorized as well.

First Aid Kit

Choose one that can help you with a wide range of injuries from the

smallest cut or scrape to a serious wound. Be sure to have antibiotic

ointment, plenty of bandages, a tourniquet, an ice pack and fever

reducer/pain reliever. A pair of rubber gloves could also come in handy.

$100 in Assorted Bills

it’s always a good idea to have some extra cash just in case you find

yourself in need. Be sure to have some quarters, dollars, and other

assorted bills.

Jack and Lug Wrench

You won’t be able to change a flat tire without these two items in your

roadside kit! They are definitely about the most important things to have

when you’re on the road at all times so be sure to include them.

Spare Tire

Just in case you get a nail in your tire or experience a blowout, a spare

tire is a must. Be sure to have the proper sized tire as well.

Tire Pressure Gauge

Find out if your tires are low wherever you are. For added help you can

also include a portable compressor and plug kit to inflate a slowly leaking

tire as a temporary fix.
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Fix a Flat Foam

Use this only if you absolutely have to for a temporary solution to a slow

leak. If you’re planning on getting your tire patched at a repair shop, they

may not do so if you have already used a flat tire foam on it.

Warning Light/Flares/Cone

Warn other drivers of your presence in order to avoid a collision by

placing some type of signal that you are there. Use flares, a battery

operated signal or orange reflective cones, especially during the nighttime

when vision is an issue.

Extra Fuses

Many electrical issues can be easily and quickly cleared up by replacing

the proper fuse. Carry a variety of spare fuses for common issues and

replace them by referring to the diagram in the owner’s manual.

Jumper Cables or Portable Battery Charger

A dead battery is a very common problem with a very simple solution.

Always keep some jumper cables in your kit or better yet, invest in a

portable battery charger to avoid having to flag someone down for help.

Flashlight

To shed some light on the situation, always include a flashlight with some

extra batteries. Seeing what you’re doing is extremely important and you

won’t be able to see a single thing on a back road in the middle of the

night unless you have one.
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Disposable Camera

In case of an accident, the first thing you can do after making sure

everyone is okay is to take pictures of the accident scene. Make sure you

don’t move your vehicle until after the pictures are taken to serve as proof

of what happened. It could prevent the blame from falling on you should

the evidence not be clear when authorities arrive to help.

Pen and Paper

Your basic sticky notes and ballpoint pens could be just what you need

for a variety of situations. Use them to leave a note on the window of a

vehicle or to take down information after an accident.

Basic Tool Kit

Obviously a big plus on your emergency roadside kit checklist is a basic

toolbox that carries wrenches, sockets, pliers and a screwdriver with

multiple heads. It will surely come in handy for a multitude of repairs so

don’t leave home without it.

Hose Repair Tape and Jug of Water

You’ve sprung a leak in your radiator hose and are forced to pull over

immediately to avoid damaging your engine. If you want to do a quick fix

to get you to the nearest repair shop or any place, have a hose repair kit

and some extra water to replace any lost fluids.

Windshield Scraper

Once ice and snow takes over your windshield, it can be nearly impossible

to go anywhere without having a windshield scraper to get it off. Be sure
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to have one and you’ll never have to waste your valuable time waiting for

the heater to melt the ice.

Bag of Cheap Cat Litter

If you find yourself stuck in mud or snow, some cat litter is all it takes to

do the trick. Just pour some of it around the spinning tires for added

traction to get you out of the slippery situation pronto.

Small Shovel

You might need to shovel some snow first before laying down the cat

litter and a small shovel that folds is the perfect tool to do just that. Keep

one in the trunk along with the rest of your emergency roadside kit and

you’ll always be prepared.

Gather all these items and place them inside an empty toolbox for the

trunk of your vehicle. Then learn how to use them like a pro to be

ultra-prepared to tackle anything that might stand in your way on the

road!

Never again will you feel unsure of yourself about road safety. Who

knows? Your emergency roadside kit organization could one day save

your life!

Important Documents and Insurance

It doesn’t look good to an officer of the law when you have to open up

every compartment or dig under the seats for your registration. You’ll

make the both of you nervous. And what if you accidentally throw those

all important papers away? That’s a big ticket you can easily avoid.
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There are three very important things to always have on you at all times

when you are behind the wheel:

1. Driver’s License

2. Proof of Insurance

3. Registration

To keep all of your most important papers and cards from getting lost, it

is a very good idea to have something that you always carry with you in

which to hold all of these necessities such as a purse or wallet. For wallets,

have a designated pocket especially for these items and for purses, try

enclosing them exclusively in one compartment.

Remember to never leave these important papers inside your vehicle

when you park. A thief will be very happy if you do. You will need these

documents if your car is stolen. Leaving them in the car provides the

crook with your personal information including where you live!

As an added warning never leave the title anywhere in the vehicle. That’s

a thief's dream come true. They could sell your vehicle to an unsuspecting

person and get away without a trace.

GPS Systems

There are those that never make a wrong turn or get lost in their entire

life and then there are those that could mistakenly drive halfway across

the state before they realize they are not quite on the right track after all!

The difference between these two types of people is a Global Positioning

System (GPS).

Regardless of whether you drive a lot or rarely ever get behind the wheel,
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a GPS is an extremely powerful weapon against ever getting lost. Well

organized individuals know the huge potential for time saving and stress

elimination GPS systems provide for those who have them. If you don’t

already have one, chances are that you have no idea what you’ve been

missing!

GPS owners are more confident in their ability to go places without

getting confused about directions and are more likely to remain

organized and on track with their lives. How many times have you gotten

lost and ended up being late or missing an important appointment or

event altogether? Don’t feel bad, it has happened to us all at one point!

How can you get your hands on this hugely helpful piece of technology

and how much is it going to cost you? Well the good news is that most

people can actually harness a GPS system’s power without having to

spend anything more.

You can gain access to a GPS right now if you have a smartphone and an

unlimited network data plan without paying a penny. Simply search

“GPS” in the app store and download one that is free to use.

Those that don’t mind paying out of pocket can purchase a more

sophisticated app instead or shop for the latest mountable version in

stores or online. It’s one of the best hundred bucks you’ll ever spend.

Whatever you choose, a GPS is definitely a massive plus for every driver.
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4. Utilizing Schedules and Reminders

One of the most chaotic parts of life is keeping up with all of your

appointments, scheduled events, errands and other things that we need

to remember on a daily basis. Some are things that probably won’t kill

you if you forget, while others are so important that it just might if you’re

not careful.

This is the chapter where we talk about all of that and how to bring order

to the chaos of planning and following through with the things that need

to get done.

Appointments

Have you ever heard that saying, “out of sight, out of mind?” It definitely

rings true in a variety of situations, especially when it comes to

appointments. It’s easy to forget about the things that you don’t normally

do on a daily basis.

The #1 way to tackle the appointment predicament is to record them
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immediately upon setting them up and make an appointment to

look at your appointments at a specific time each day. Usually in the

mornings works very well. One of the main reasons for missed

appointments is because they weren’t written down or programmed in

the first place.

If you record them in your phone or PDA you can even set alarms to go

off a certain amount of time before you need to leave for the

appointment. Be sure to leave plenty of time for getting ready. For

instance, if you have to get blood work done and it calls for fasting,

program the alarm to ring an hour before you need to begin the fast and

then again just before you need to head to the appointment.

Those that prefer to do things the old fashioned way could use a dry erase

board or calendar placed in an area that you will look at every morning

such as the refrigerator. It is really important to make a habit of looking

at it around the same time every day for this to work as mentioned

earlier.

You can always do both of these methods to further improve your chances

of never forgetting about an appointment again. Do this with anything

you need to remember on a specific day including birthday parties,

doctor appointments, get-togethers, holiday gatherings, play dates and

anything else you make a plan or set a date for!

Cleaning

Remembering to keep up with the constant cycle of cleaning can be

exhausting without some form of organization. A great way to keep up

with it all is to create a list of chores for each day of the week.
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Complete your daily chore and then spend ten more minutes tidying up

anything that needs some work around the house.

Here is an example of a cleaning routine for each day of the week:

Monday - Special Laundry Day for sheets, blankets, bathroom mats and

other items that need a weekly cleaning. Other laundry will be done daily.

(See page 9. for details)

Tuesday - Floor Day for thoroughly sweeping, mopping and vacuuming.

It’s also a prime time to pick up the occasional stray toy.

Wednesday - Dusting Day is specifically meant for wiping surfaces down

and removing the dust off of your decorative pieces.

Thursday - Bathroom Day is for cleaning the toilets, bathtubs, sinks and

countertops to a sparkling clean finish!

Friday - Kitchen Day is for giving appliances a complete cleaning, wiping

down counters and cabinets, polishing the sink and replacing the dish

towels with clean ones.

Saturday - This can be your day to choose something you’ve been wanting

to get done all week that doesn’t fit into the other day’s categories. This

could be washing the car, painting a room in the house, giving the dog a

bath or anything else you feel needs to be done.

Sunday - Planning Day is for you to gather your thoughts and ideas, go

through your weekly schedule and prepare yourself for the week ahead.

Also it’s a great day to get some well-deserved rest.
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Errands

Things that need to get done pile up and then it all becomes one

overwhelming mess of things that feels impossible to complete. Some

things go undone for months simply because you cannot remember to

take care of them while you’re out. But it doesn’t have to be that way at

all. In fact, with a little help you can easily accomplish your daily errands

without feeling like you just ran a marathon. Your errands can be

accomplished in just 3 simple steps.

Step 1. Write down the things that need to be done immediately after

realizing it during the day

Step 2. Create a specific time to complete every item on your to-do list at

the end of each day

Step 3. Follow through with your plans the following day or the time

specified

It helps a lot to group your errands by location to make things both easier

on you and more efficient.

Technology Tips

Over the last few decades, a plethora of technology has arisen that can

make life so much easier. There are devices now that serve many

functions and one of those is an organizing tool for all things in life.

You won’t miss a beat when you utilize technology to help you handle all

the remembering, scheduling and other life to-dos. Be sure to do a little

research to find the latest advances and use them to your advantage for a

more simplified life.
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You will be pleasantly surprised at what your smartphone can do when it

comes to organizing busy schedules. Just a couple of extremely brilliant

and free apps include Cozi, Evernote and SmartTime.

Health Care

Depending on many factors of your overall health, your approach to

healthcare organization for you and your family will vary. But one this is

for sure... a well-organized healthcare binder can make all the difference.

Your health is the most vital part of your life and the correct approach

can protect you from possible harm or even a deadly mistake.

All it takes is one tiny mistake from an uninformed doctor or healthcare

employee to change your life forever. Don’t let a preventable mistake

happen to you. Follow these life saving tips to receive the ultimate level of

care that you and your family deserve.

Gather the following items for every member of your family including

yourself:

1. Three-Ring Binder

2. Package of Dividers

3. Notebook Paper

4. All Medical Records

5. List of All Allergies

6. List of All Medical Conditions

7. List of All Medications, Vitamins, Over the Counter Drugs

8. All Medical History Including Previous Doctor Contacts

9. Dates and Reasons for Emergency Room Visits

11. Current Health Status Report

12. Complete Insurance Coverage Details
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Once you have gathered all the information above, it’s time to organize it

all!

Start by labeling your dividers clearly so that anyone in charge of your

health care will be able to easily find the most crucial information. Have

an individual folder for every member of your family. Label one for

Medical Records, Allergies, Medical Conditions, Medications, Medical

History, Doctors, ER Visits and Insurance.

At the very front of the binder include an overview of your current health

status along with the contact information for all of your current health

care providers and specialists. Fill in each of the dividers with the

relevant information being careful not to leave anything out. You can use

notebook paper or printouts with holes punched out.

Place Medical History, Medical Conditions, ER Visits and Medical

Records in order starting with the most recent and working backwards.

This will provide a quick and easy way for medical care providers to find

what they need easily.

All the information you need can be requested from hospitals, doctor’s

offices, clinics and other places that you received health care. However,

many places charge a fee for providing copies so be sure to ask for prices

before ordering your entire life’s worth of documents.

If you have x-rays, ultrasound images, MRIs or CT scans include these in

pockets that can be inserted into the prongs next to the related medical

data inside the binders.

Your healthcare is now organized and ready to help you receive the best

level of care. Bring it with you to every medically related visit and add

information as needed to insure that it is kept up-to-date.
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5. Ideas for Children

Babies

Though babies basically eat, sleep and mess in their diapers, those tiny

bundles of joy fill you with an unbelievable amount of love and stress in

equal parts. Sometimes they make you laugh harder than you’ve ever

laughed before, and other times they make you feel like no amount of

sleep would ever be enough to restore your energy.

But one thing's for sure… babies don’t stay babies for long. Within what

will feel like no time at all they will be walking and talking. So even

though you might be questioning your sanity and suffering through

sleepless nights, remember that they won’t be babies forever.

Cherish this time and discover the secrets moms and dads, grandmas and

grandpas, uncles and aunts and caretakers everywhere use to keep it all

under control. On the next few pages you will be taken on a journey
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through the most rewarding experience of your life – taking care of your

baby!

Without further ado here are the best baby organization tips on the

planet:

Diaper Bag

Your diaper bag is your go-to source for everything your baby needs and

can be used at home and on the go. It’s difficult to know everything you

will need when you’re just starting out. That’s why a checklist is a must

for any baby bag.

A checklist will help you avoid:

- Phone calls from the daycare asking you to bring in missing items while

at work

- Diaper changing dilemmas in the restaurant changing room

- The inevitable non-stop crying should you run out of formula or forget

the pacifier

- Spit up on your favorite shirt because you forgot to pack a burp cloth

- And so much more!

Diaper Bag Checklist:

Diapers

Wipes

Changing Pad

Rash Cream

2-3 Burp Cloths

Bib

2 Complete Baby Outfits

Extra Shirt
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Plastic Bags

Hand Sanitizer

Pacifiers (optional)

Water Filled Bottles and Formula (If Needed)

Nursing Cover (optional)

Medicine

Baby Food (6+ Months)

Spoon (6+ Months)

Diaper Bag Checklist

Nursery

The nursery is your baby’s oasis. The place where he or she will spend

countless hours sleeping peacefully through the night (eventually).

Though it can seem like quite a big undertaking to organize all those tiny

outfits, booties, blankets, and everything in between, with a little

guidance you can be well on your way to complete nursery organization.

The space under the crib is valuable storage for extra diapers, wipes and

anything else you want to hide. Use a crib skirt to conceal the area.

Measure the clearance you have from the floor to the frame and get some

storage containers that can easily slide underneath for easy access.

A shelf is an absolute must for any nursery as it tastefully holds your most

frequently used items and doubles as a decorative stand. Place your shelf

directly  beside a changing table to make changing time both efficient

and safer. Store items in baskets that fit the shelves nicely to give it a

decorative look.

Tiny clothing items can quickly become a mess in drawers. Finding

matching socks is next to impossible in an unorganized drawer. However

there are some very simple solutions especially for the nursery when it

comes to getting baby dressed.
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To separate complete baby outfits, use several hanging closet shelves as

compartments. You have several choices for how you want to use them.

Sort the clothing however you see fit or have complete outfits ready to go

in each compartment including socks, onesie, pants or shorts, etc. It will

save you lots of time getting ready too!

Another solution for extra storage in small spaces is an over-the-door

shoe holder. They are the perfect fit for small rolled up blankets, burp

cloths and other odds and ends. The clear view pockets also allow you to

easily find what you’re looking for.

Have a diaper disposal pail and laundry basket especially for your baby’s

clothes near the changing table to make it easier to put dirty things in the

proper place. Another helpful tip is to go through your baby’s clothing

supply every month and get rid of any outgrown items so you don’t have

to rummage for something that fits.

Now your precious little one will come home to the most organized and

orderly nursery possible for the very best start.

Feeding

When it comes to feeding your baby, a routine is especially helpful.

Though easier said than done, you’ll be thankful for developing one right

from the start to avoid having too many sleepless nights and chaotic days

where anything goes.

For the most part you can plan and schedule feedings from the very

beginning. Ask your pediatrician how to determine the best feeding

schedule for your baby’s specific needs.
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Toddlers to Teens

From the time your little youngsters begin to walk, they are ready to be

taught about organization. Organized people tend to do better in life and

it’s a lot easier to learn over time than it is to figure it out all at once.

Some parents want to provide a childhood full of fun and games while

others prefer to get down to business immediately. Either way it doesn’t

matter because organization can be made into a very fun game your child

will love. You can raise a happy child that knows how to be organized too!

Helpful Responsibility Ideas

Every child needs a to-do chart to help them remember what needs to be

done. A reward system for completed charts will also help them learn that

being organized has its advantages.

A very cute idea is to use cleaning cards that require a certain amount of

chores get done. A completed cleaning card can then be turned in for a

surprise! Find creative ways to use positive reinforcement and you will be

amazed at what your child can do.

Have a chart for things your child needs to do every day and another

chart for chores. To insure everything gets done, assign things that your

child is capable of doing for his or her age. For the first few times give

them some guidance until they are able to do it all by themselves.

Toys

There is no denying it. Kids love toys. They love to scatter them all over

the house for no apparent reason and then leave them for you to step on

at the worst possible moment. There never seems to be enough room for

all those toys.
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Of course we all love to see a child’s face light up when they get a new toy.

So there needs to be a solution that can allow you and all those toys to

remain under the same roof in peace. The good news is that there is an

extremely cool and functional way to store your child’s toys and keep

them from taking over the floor.

Many parents already know that toy boxes are not really the answer. The

problem is that in order to get to one toy, your child has to dig around

and toss out several toys. Any great organizer knows that piling things on

top of one another is a mess waiting to erupt. Instead of a traditional toy

box, opt for this really cool bucket wall alternative:

1. Start with ten buckets of the same size.

2. Connect them in a pyramid starting with four at the bottom working

your way up to one at the top using zip ties.

3. Toys will be easily visible at a glance and your child will be able to put

things where they belong in a delightfully fun way.

Another option is to use a shelf and attractive looking baskets for a less

exposed look. Label the baskets to help your child learn that everything

has a place.

Once you switch from the old toy box approach, you’ll never want to go

back!

Make Cleanup Time Fun

If you have young children in your household and you’ve given up all hope

of ever getting your kids to actually clean, then this advice is especially for

you!
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Many parents and caretakers have a really hard time getting children to

clean anything. Some even give up and do it all on their own. But it

doesn’t have to be that way. Positive reinforcement can literally make

your children’s messes disappear right before your eyes!

Here’s how it’s done:

Find something that your child really loves and use it as a reward or

prize. Something that’s small and can be purchased in packages is best.

Lollipops, stickers, marbles, erasers, stamps on the hand, pixie sticks and

tootsie rolls are all great examples of prizes that work well.

Choose a room in the house that needs to be cleaned. Don’t be afraid to

tackle the playroom either... this will work on the messiest of places!

Next announce an exciting new game that allows them to win their

favorite prizes. Get really pumped up about it and the kids will too. You

can choose to  participate in the competition as well. Tell them to go

around the room and pick up as many things as they can and place it into

their own special pile. A great place for the pile is on their bed. Whoever

makes the biggest pile after everything is cleaned up gets a prize! For

those with only one child, you’ll need to be the competition.

Once your piles are complete and there is nothing else out of place, it’s

time to move on to step two of the cleanup game. Set a timer or count out

loud for added suspense. Anywhere from one to five minutes, depending

on the pile, works well. Any longer and the kids will lose interest. Tell your

children that whoever has their entire pile put away before the

countdown is up wins another prize.

Once everything is all put away it’s dusting time. You won’t need to worry

about dust ever again after your kids learn about this fascinating trick.
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Hand each of your kids a baby wipe or dust cloth. Then set them loose all

over the room and tell them that whoever comes back with the dirtiest

looking wipe or cloth will win the third and final prize!

After the entire room is clean and dust-free, tell your kids how proud you

are of them and they will love the attention so much that they may just

want to start on another room!

Homework

The fact is that there is probably not a single kid on the planet who can

say they actually like to do their homework. No amount of yelling,

bribing, begging or demanding is going to make your child enjoy

homework.

However, there are several steps you can take to help you child realize

that it’s a necessary part of education and life. You can help your child

learn to want to finish their homework and actually get it done every day

even though they may not like it. How do you accomplish such a huge

feat? Read on to discover the magical combination!

The first thing to do is designate a special area for your child to complete

homework each day. It should be a quiet, well lit area away from

distractions. Create a special homework box for all the different things he

or she will need to finish all assignments. Include pencils, crayons,

colored pencils, erasers, glue, scissors, a ruler, etc. The more equipped

your child is to finish all homework, the better the chances are that they

will not only finish it, but do a really good job too.

Discuss with your child the reasons for doing homework and why it is so

important. Give them a choice of when they will do homework. Set a

deadline for homework completion that gives them plenty of time to get

ready for bed.
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Find out from your child if they are having any issues with certain

subjects and provide them with the help they need. Ask about which

homework assignments are more difficult and have them finish those

tasks first. That way when they begin to get tired they will already have

the more challenging things finished.

Motivation works well for a lot of kids too. If they have big plans to go to

college and pursue their dream career, you’ll have plenty of motivation.

Those that don’t really have it all planned out yet can be motivated with

rewards for every A on report cards.

To prevent kids from feeling like having to do their homework is unfair or

to prevent distractions, dedicate their homework time for everyone to

have a form of homework. If your child is doing math, you could be

working on your budget. If they are doing a reading assignment you could

grab a book to read as well. That way they will see that homework is for

adults too.

If all else fails and your child is still giving you a hard time about

homework completion, let them learn the hard way for a little while. Once

they see their grades slipping and zeros going into their grade average

calculations, they will realize how important homework is. Even if that

means letting them get an F or two, sometimes this is the only way to get

your children to understand why homework is so important.

Don’t let yourself forget that ultimately, it’s your child’s responsibility to

do their homework and the guilt of unfinished assignments should be on

them. As long as you stick to this homework advice, your child will have

everything from you that they need to get it all done.
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6. Shopping Made Easy

When was the last time you were in the middle of cooking dinner only to

reach into the fridge for some milk and not have any? Or you went on a

shopping trip to the store to make a tasty lasagna but couldn’t remember

all the ingredients? These are grocery shopping dilemmas we all face at

one point or another but honestly, it doesn’t ever have to happen to you

again. Isn’t that nice?

There really isn’t any reason for having to make added trips to the

grocery store during the week if you utilize a strategy. Meal planning and

shopping can really be stressful in many ways.

It’s not easy to orchestrate a meal for every person in the household and

keep everything stocked. Here’s a plan that guarantees you total peace of

mind at the grocery store and when you get home.
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Grocery Lists

Step 1. Plan Your Meals

Categorize your daily food requirements into categories. If there are

meals that are not eaten at home, deduct them from your weekly food

requirements. For instance, if your family goes out to dinner every Friday

and out to lunch every Sunday, you’ll only need to plan for six lunches and

dinners.

Step 2. Create the List

Once you know how many meals you and/or your family will need for the

entire week, begin by writing a list of what you want to make for each

meal. If you have a family, it’s a great idea to let everyone include a meal

they really enjoy. Then add snacks and drinks to last one week.

Once you have a complete list of meals for the week, it’s time to make

your shopping list! A great way to create an easy to shop list is by sorting

your food into categories based on location in the store. Have a separate

list for produce, dairy, meat, bread, drinks, canned goods, pastas, snacks,

cereals, baking goods, deli, bakery, condiments, seasonings, etc.

A really amazing way to make shopping go so much faster is to have your

shopping lists categorized by the aisles and sections in your local grocery

store from one side to the other. You won’t believe the speed in which you

fly through the aisles!
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Household Items

Things you use around the house should have their own list because it’s a

lot easier to keep track of them that way. The most efficient way to get

what you need for the home every time without forgetting a thing is to

have a list for restockable items in every applicable room of your home.

When things run low, add it to your grocery shopping list and pick it up

either in the grocery store or save money by picking them up where

household items are less expensive.

Create a list of all the following items and then laminate the paper. Use a

wet-erase marker with a fine tip to circle the items you are low on. Then

take it with you on your shopping trip to put a line through items as you

shop.

Remember that these lists are simply general guidelines. You can always

add or remove items to fit your own needs and create a personalized list

that works best for you.

Kitchen/Cleaning Supplies

Dish Soap Disinfectant Broom Floor

Cleaner

   Mop

Scouring

Pads

Aluminum

Foil

Sponges Furniture

Polish

Floor Wax

Napkins Wax Paper Paper

Towels

Clear Wrap Baking Soda

Glass

Cleaner

Trash Bags All Purpose

Cleaner

Resealable

Bags

Dishwasher

Detergent
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Bathroom

Toilet Paper Tissues Hand Soap Body

Wash/Soap

Face Wash

Facial

Products

Air

Freshener

Floss Mouthwash Toothpaste

Deodorant Body Lotion Shampoo Conditioner Hairspray/

Gel

Shaving

Cream

Razors/

Blades

Bandaids Cotton

Swabs

Feminine

Products

Laundry

Spot Treatment Laundry Detergent Fabric Softener

Bleach Static Sheets Spray Starch

Miscellaneous

Batteries Toothbrush Pet Supplies Air/Water

Filters

Light Bulbs Toilet Bowl

Cleaner

Diapers/Wipes Pen and Paper

Vacuum Bags Carpet Powder Sunblock Stamps

Using Coupons

If you are one of the millions of people that have to manage on a tight
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budget, you’ll be glad to know about how to save a ton of money on

groceries and other household necessities without much time or effort.

These days coupons are everywhere you look - in newspapers, magazines,

emails, store flyers, the mailbox, on packaging and online.

Clip or print  all coupons that your family could use from all sources once

a week. Then create your own filing system for organizing all your

savings. One method that works extremely well is to use a binder, subject

dividers and baseball card holders to catalog your collection.

Sort the coupons into categories based on where the items are in the

store. Label the dividers with your different categories and insert them

into your binder with a few baseball card holders in each section. A great

categorizing idea is to separate them by sections in the store for example:

Dairy, Frozen Foods, Meats, Produce, Cereals, Pastas, Deli, Bakery,

Cleaning Supplies, Toiletries, and so on.

Rotate your coupons once a week to keep the ones that expire soonest in

the top front of each category so that they can be used first or thrown

away once they are no longer usable. One mistake beginner couponers

make is to not toss out expired coupons on a regular basis so be sure to

schedule a time for this at least once a month.

Once you have all the coupons, try to make meals around the coupons you

have. Even better, keep store flyers and look for buy one, get one free and

other sales to use on top of coupons for ultimate savings. Developing a

system that combines your weekly meal planning and coupon usage will

take some getting used to, but the rewards are huge.

Imagine how much money you could save each week simply by taking

advantage of all the benefits of coupons and store deals... It’s like getting

part of your groceries for free!
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7. Planning and Packing for Any Occasion

Packing is a chore that no one really looks forward to. But in order to get

from one place to another, it’s kind of unavoidable. No matter if you’re

simply packing an overnight bag for a sleepover, or putting the entire

house in boxes for a big move, one thing's for certain... You won’t want to

forget a single thing you’ll need!

Here are the best kept packing secrets from those who had to learn the

hard way:

Moving

There is no doubt about it... moving can be a major pain - literally! If you

have ever moved then you know exactly what disasters await around

every corner throughout the entire moving process. From breaking fragile

items to losing entire boxes in the shuffle, we’ve heard it all. However

there are a few packing organizational tips that will make any move

virtually pain-free.
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Always begin your packing way ahead of time to avoid the last minute

panic that occurs so frequently with moves. Two weeks prior to moving

day is sufficient.

Things You’ll Need:

Color Coded Dot Stickers

Packing Tape + Dispenser

20-30 Boxes of Assorted Sizes

Box of Bubble Wrap

Permanent Marker

Stretch Wrap

Start by assigning a color for each room you will be moving into. You

could do red for the kitchen, yellow for the garage, blue for the linen

closet, green for the bathroom and so on. Once you have a system in

place, you can then begin the long process of packing.

In the beginning you will want to pack only the things that you don’t need

on a daily basis. Decorations, seasonal clothing and photo albums are

good examples of these. Be sure to pack fragile things together with

bubble wrap to separate them and place heavier items at the bottom and

lighter things on top. Also reinforce the bottom of each box with at least

one strip of packing tape down the middle.

If you really want to go all out, create a master list of everything that goes

into each box. Number every box and as you place contents inside, write

it down on the master list. Not only will this save you loads of time having

to bust open every box for a single item, but you’ll have a complete list of

everything in your household for insurance purposes.

Use the permanent marker to label boxes with special instructions such
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as “heavy,” “contains liquid” and “fragile: handle with care.” Only pack

things into a single box that will belong in the same room together. Place

the assigned colored dot for the room being packed on the box prior to

sealing it to prevent confusion later.

Wait until a few days before moving to disassemble furniture in

preparation for loading. Install drawer handles backwards to keep them

from poking out and scratching things on the ride to their new home. Use

the stretch wrap to keep drawers, cabinets and other movable parts in

place. Prepare appliances that you will be taking with you by giving them

a good cleaning. You don’t want to bring along your crumbs at the

bottom of the toaster or the baked on mess in the oven when you move

into your new home.

Disconnect and unplug all appliances including the refrigerator and

washing machine 24 hours before moving and allow them to dry

completely. Label wires to computers and other electronics and use the

original packaging if possible to protect them from damage.

One extremely important step to moving is to pack all of your daily

necessities and a day or two worth of clothing into an overnight bag for

each member of the household. Include toothbrushes, toothpaste,

shavers, shampoo, deodorant, body wash, etc. This will allow you to relax,

take a shower and get into bed without having to unpack anything when

you arrive to your new home.

When it comes to loading the truck, think Tetris. That game where you’ve

got to find the best place to stick objects of different sizes in a way that

doesn’t allow for any wasted space. Plan ahead about how you will

position all of your things to fit is the smallest amount of space possible.

Use as much height as you can to prevent having to do multiple trips.

If you’re moving more than a few miles away, it really pays off to hire a
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driving service that will drop off a moving truck for you to load and then

they come take it to your new home. It saves a lot of time and frustration

as well as allows you to travel in the comfort of your own vehicle. It’s both

economical and convenient. Now that’s how you move!

Vacations

When you go on vacation, packing plays a very large part in how well you

enjoy your time away from home. It sets the path for your entire

experience. It is very easy to pack too little or way too much. To avoid

either, it’s really nice to use an online packing checklist to help you get

everything you need for your own individual trip. TravelPackList.net and

PackingListOnline.com are two very helpful resources that provide free

customized packing checklists.

For those that prefer to use a general checklist, copy whatever items you

feel match your vacation from the list below:

Clothing

One complete change of weather appropriate clothing per day

Two Extra Shirts

One Nice Outfit

Underwear

Socks

Shoes - Up to four pairs depending on needs

Bathing Suit

Belt

Weather appropriate accessories including coat, hat, scarf and gloves

Toiletries

Travel Sized Shampoo, Conditioner, Body Wash, Soap

Toothbrush and Toothpaste
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Makeup and Facewash

Brush and Comb

Sunblock

Shaving Cream and Razor

Deodorant

Lotion

Nail Care Kit

Feminine Products

Glasses/Contact Lenses

Hand Sanitizer

Mouthwash

Floss

Cotton Swabs

Tissues

Cologne or Perfume

Health

First Aid Kit

Contraceptives

Medications

Lip Ointment

Bug Repellent

Motion Sickness Remedy

Baby

Diapers and Wipes

Baby Powder

Formula and Bibs

Bottles and Water

Changing Pad

Pacifier

Baby Sunscreen

Baby Food and Spoon
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Stroller

Baby Medicines

Resealable Bags

Documents

Travel Tickets

Passport

Proof of Reservations

Identification Cards

Travel Guides

Map

Money Related

Credit/Debit Cards

Cash

Mobile Device

Other

Cell Phone and Charger

Travel Alarm

Umbrella

Towels

Camera

Toys for Kids

Books/Magazines

Snack and Drinks

Helpful Tips for Packing:

● Leave valuable items at home or arrange for a safe in your room

● Use travel size refillable bottles for toiletries

● Pack two bags - one for the things you use most and the other for

everything else
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● Place toiletries and anything that could leak into airtight plastic

bags

● For longer trips plan to visit a laundry facility instead of packing

more

● Keep medications, important papers and other important things

with you at all times

● Roll clothing instead of folding to accommodate more without

wrinkles

● Be conscious of airport rules while packing to avoid delays

● Leave extra space in your bag for souvenirs or pack an extra bag

● Pack clothing that can be used for more than one occasion

● Label all luggage with your name and cell phone number

● Leave things behind that hotels have (hair dryer, iron, robe)

● Pack with weight in mind

Now you are perfectly prepared to enjoy your vacation to its fullest

potential!

Childbirth

You (or your other half) have just gone into labor and it’s time to act. The

last thing you want to do is be running around like mad during painful

contractions to get everything together for the arrival of your new baby.

Every new mom and dad needs to create a labor day bag that can quickly

and easily be grabbed at a moment’s notice. That way the arrival of your

little bundle of joy will be as stress-free as possible.

Here’s what you’ll need to have inside your bag:

Digital camera/camcorder

2-3 comfortable pajamas or nightgowns (button up fronts if you intend to

breastfeed)

Chapstick or lipgloss
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Lollipops or hard candies

Nursing bra and breast pads

Nursing pillow

Loose fitting underwear

2-3 pairs of warm socks

Toothpaste and toothbrush

Travel sized bottles of toiletries (soap, lotion, deodorant, shampoo,

conditioner)

Brush and/or comb

Must-have makeup

Glasses, contacts and related supplies

Some quarters for the vending machine

Your favorite pillow and blanket

Music player, headphones and favorite music

Books or magazines for you and labor partner

Doctor’s phone number

Comfortable going home outfit

Going home outfit for your new baby

You could also bring a pre-packed diaper bag with you to the hospital

just in case. See chapter five for details on packing the perfect diaper bag.

College

High school graduation has finally come and gone and now you’re going

off to college to pursue your dreams and begin your life as an adult. But

where do you begin? Chances are, you probably haven’t lived in a place of

your own before and it’s not always crystal clear what you need to bring

along to your new apartment or dorm room. You would be surprised how

many things go into making your new place liveable. From an alarm clock

to waste baskets and everything in between - you’re bound to forget

something unless you have a checklist.
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Here’s a complete list of everything you could possibly need:

Clothing

Two weeks worth of complete outfits including underwear and socks

Flip flops, sneakers and dress shoes

Winter apparel including jackets, sweaters, gloves and hats

Several comfy pajamas and a robe

Swimwear

Clothes for working out

A couple nicer outfits for dressing up

Bathroom Essentials

Deodorant

Toothpaste and Toothbrush

Floss and Mouthwash

Towels and Washcloths

Brush and Comb

Soap

Hand Sanitizer

Cosmetics

Nail file, clippers and tweezers

Razor and shaving cream

Shampoo and conditioner

Hair dryer/straightener/curling iron

Shower caddy

Cotton swabs

Other favorite bathroom products

Medicines and vitamins

First aid kit
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Bedroom Area

Pillow and pillowcase

Complete bedding set

Extra blanket

Storage containers that fit under the bed

alarm clock with snooze

cell phone charger

night light

TV

locking storage trunk

Kitchen

Toaster

Microwave

Electric Skillet/Griddle

Can Opener

Potholders

Bottle Opener

Mini Fridge

Plastic utensils

Paper plates and bowls

Plastic cups

trash bags

portable water filter

tupperware

paper towels

coffee maker and mug

coffee filters

Non-perishable foods and drinks

Dish soap

Sponge
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Study Space/Supplies

Computer and all wires

Keyboard, mouse and mousepad

Surge protector, modem and router

Printer, ink and paper

Software and Program keys

Blank CDs, DVDs and flash drives

Desk lamp

Desk and Chair if not provided

Paper shredder

Corkboard/dry-erase board and markers

Notebooks, dividers, notebook paper

Paper clips, stapler, staples, push pins

Backpack or other bag

White-out and erasers

Small trash can

Rubber bands, tape and glue

Calendar

Scissors, staple remover, pencil sharpener

Highlighters and index cards

Stamps and envelopes

Pens, pencils, markers, etc.

Label maker

Desk organizer kit

Duct Tape

Laundry

Hamper with sturdy handles

Laundry bag

Hangers
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Laundry Detergent

Fabric Softener

Iron and small board

Stain remover

Quarters (if applicable)

Important Stuff

Checkbook

Prepaid/debit/credit cards

Driver’s license

All insurance papers

Social security card

Student Identification

School registration papers

Batteries

Fan

Flashlight

Sewing kit

Umbrella

Sunglasses

Cleaning supplies

Small vacuum

Air freshener

small tool set

Keep this handy when you pack your boxes. It helps to use the same

method on a smaller scale used in the moving section of this chapter

when packing for college too!

Weddings

It’s arguably the single most important day of your entire life. Your
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wedding day will evoke emotions you may not have ever experienced

before. However, we want those emotions to be that of total joy and pure

bliss... not total panic and pure horror.

That’s why we’ve created this chapter meant to make everything about

your wedding come together in perfect harmony for a perfect day. If a

wedding planner is not on the agenda, you won’t need to bat an eyelash if

you follow this simple and thorough anti-bridezilla guide.

There are just a few things you really need to have a successful wedding.

From a small gathering in the backyard to an extravagant event with

hundreds of guests, you can plan the perfect “I do” moment using the

following checklist starting one year prior to the date of your wedding:

Shout it from the rooftops! Then set a date for the occasion and prepare

yourself for the next chapter in your life. The date of your wedding will

allow you to set goals, book your reservations and schedule all of the

necessary projects. Send out announcements to all of your relatives and

close friends and throw an engagement party if you want.

1 Year in Advance:

After everyone important knows that you will soon be tying the knot, the

next most important step is to envision a realistic wedding and write

down all of the details. Start by answering the following questions at least

ten months before your wedding date ...

What is your wedding budget?

Where do you want to get married?

Would you like a daytime or nighttime wedding?
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Do you want it to be formal or casual?

Will religion be incorporated into the festivities?

Who will be in your wedding party?

What colors or theme will your wedding have?

Who do you want to attend?

Who will be your florist and caterer?

Will your reception be held at the same location as the ceremony or close

by?

Who will officiate the wedding?

Will you hire musicians for entertainment?

Who will be in charge of photography?

Will you need insurance coverage for your wedding?

Now that you have a good idea of what you want, it’s time to go about

how to get it. If you aren’t hiring a planner and will be doing everything

yourself, a large binder is a MUST. The binder will be your go-to source

for all things pertaining to your wedding.

Start by purchasing twenty dividers with pockets to hold any receipts or

paperwork. These will surely accumulate fast. Label the dividers as

follows - Budget, Ceremony, Reception, Wedding Party, Colors and

Theme, Guest List, Florist, Catering, Officiant, Entertainment, Cake,

Wedding Attire, Decorations, Seating Arrangements, Confirmations

Checklist, Miscellaneous.

Typically it works best to start with the biggest things and then work

your way to the smallest. Call several florists, wedding venues, officiants

and photographers that require booking well in advance to gather pricing

information and other details that matter to you. This will allow you to
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assign each category with its own budget and eliminate things that

simply won’t fit. Keep track of all your options in the appropriate

categories for future reference and to make choosing your favorite easier.

10-12 Months in Advance:

Use this time wisely and book all of the crucial pieces to your wedding’s

success at least 10 months ahead of your big day. You will be much more

likely to get the exact date you want for your wedding than if you wait

until just a few months before.

This is especially true of more popular venues. It can be heartbreaking to

receive news that your dream location is already booked for the time and

date you are set on. Here’s what you’ll need to set in stone at least 10

months prior to your wedding day:

1. Reserve wedding venue date and time

2. Book musicians/entertainment for ceremony and reception

3. Book reception location as close to venue as possible

4. Reserve your wedding photographer/videographer and discuss your

wishes

5. Hire your wedding officiant

6. Book a florist and choose arrangements

7. Designate bridesmaids, grooms, ushers, best man, maid of honor,

flower girl, ring bearer, etc.

8. Arrange for tastings with caterer and wedding cake bakery

9. Discuss honeymoon plans with your fiance

10. Research your options for every wedding detail and record in binder
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8-10 Months in Advance:

With the big plans out of the way, it’s time to get down to the nitty gritty

details of wedding planning and really start to have some serious fun! The

best part about planning your own wedding is watching it all come

together so beautifully and knowing that it’s all your own doing.

1. Begin compiling your guest list and contact information

2. Purchase the perfect dress, shoes, veil, accessories and jewelry

3. Order your bridesmaid dresses and other attire as needed

4. Choose wedding invitations and begin preparing them for mailing

5. Fill out all of the different sections in your binder with every last detail

6. Call all the places you booked or reserved and confirm details

4-7 Months in Advance:

1. Register for wedding gifts at a minimum of 3 different stores

2. Choose and order your wedding cake and delivery methods

3. Prepare wedding favors

4. Choose the groom’s tuxedo and  arrange to purchase or rent

5. Choose a form of transportation for the wedding and reserve

6. Purchase wedding rings and/or get them engraved

7. Plan your rehearsal dinner and invite those who will attend

8. Send out save-the-date cards and make last minute changes to

invitations

9. Help out of town guests make arrangements for attending
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2-3 Months in Advance:

1. Purchase gifts for the wedding party, parents and your future husband

or wife

2. Create a day-of wedding timeline outlining everything

3. Provide your photographer/videographer with must capture moments

4. Double check your menu with the catering service

5. Reserve or purchase dishes, silverware, wine glasses, etc if not provided

by caterer

6. Write your wedding vows and share your expectations with the

officiant

7. Carry out all legal paperwork and license requirements

8. Book a hairstyle and makeup appointment or make your own beauty

plans

9. Choose the music that will be played throughout the entire day

10. Do a final dress fitting and purchase your shoes

11. Meet with the florist and confirm your choices

12. Plan who will speak during the ceremony and who will give toasts

13. Speak with the ceremony and reception venue to be sure everything is

in place

14. Send event schedules to all of those who will provide services at the

wedding

15. Schedule a meeting with the photographer at the event location to

discuss wishes

16. Prepare and deliver a playlist for the musician/band/DJ
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17. Attend your bachelorette party

18. Send out invitations with 3 week RSVP cutoff

1 Month in Advance:

1. Get your marriage license

2. Schedule your last dress fitting and then don’t gain/lose weight

3. Send rehearsal dinner invitations

4. Complete your RSVP attendance list

5. Provide caterer with final attendance numbers

6. Make arrangements for a bar (if applicable)

7. Make the final payments on all reservations

8. Contact everyone involved again to confirm they are on the same page

9. Complete a seating chart for the ceremony and reception

10. Schedule a complete beautification spa day for the week of the

wedding

The Week of Your Wedding Day

1. Attend the rehearsal dinner

2. Pick up your dress and/or tux

3. Wear your shoes to break them in

4. Write checks for vendors and select someone to hand them out

5. Send a final headcount of attendees to all applicable vendors at least 3

days in advance

6. Pack your honeymoon bags and have them ready to go
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7. Assign and distribute task lists to your wedding day helpers

8. Create seating cards

Wedding Day Checklist:

1. Have your person pass out vendor checks and collect receipts

2. Contact vendors and give them a person to call that is not you

3. Sort out tips and assign someone to be in charge of handing them out

4. Make all vendors aware of the time that they have to vacate the event

5. If you will be hiring a driver, be sure to have his number programmed

in

6. Be sure your wedding party has a way to get home if sharing

transportation

7. Assign someone to place seating cards to match the arrangement

8. Bring extra cash for unplanned expenses such as last minute tips

9. Send luggage to your overnight destination

10. Give last minute advice to your photographer and see if they have any

questions

11. Review wedding day itinerary and programs and keep on schedule

12. Keep in touch with your future husband/wife and provide your

support

13. Have a plan for the engagement ring during the wedding ring

exchange

14. Don’t forget the rings!
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During the Wedding:

1. Bring your wedding vows just in case you get tongue-tied

2. Smile! (Thinking about your honeymoon usually does the trick)

3. Enjoy yourself and cherish every moment

4. Don’t let anything get you down and ignore the nerves

5. Be sure everyone in your wedding party knows where the cameras are

6. Watch where you are going

7. Say “I do”

8. Get married and live happily ever after

Funerals

First of all, if you’re reading this chapter you are probably mourning the

loss of someone important. For that I would like to express my most

sincere condolences. May your loved one rest in peace and their memory

live on forever in the hearts of others. It’s understandable to be

unprepared and completely at a loss when it comes to the funeral

preparation.

Despite the pain and sadness of your loss, it is nonetheless required for

someone to plan the funeral. If that someone is you, the following

information will help make the funeral fulfill the wishes of the dearly

departed as well as those who wish to express their condolences.

We cannot imagine what you are going through. We want to help make

this painful time a bit more manageable by giving you somewhere to

start.
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Here are some questions that may help you better prepare:

● Whether or not to embalm the body?

● Clothing and jewelry to be worn by the deceased?

● Whether to cremate and when?

● Type of burial - plot, vault or mausoleum?

● Open or closed casket?

● Calling hour times?

● Military or Fraternal order special ceremony?

● Obituary composition and who will read it

● Will there be flower arrangements?

● Will there be a photo gallery or video?

● Do you want to play special songs or music?

● Who will be the pallbearers? (4-6 men)

● Will there be a wake or gathering?

● How will out of town relatives attend?

● What will the gravemarker say?

First arrange for relatives and friends to be notified. Discuss who will be

responsible for the funeral expenses and gather any information required

for the death certificate to be completed at the funeral home. Find a

funeral home that can provide you with the services you want. They will

take care of the rest.
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8. Budgeting Made Easy

Everyone that has a limited amount of income or those that prefer to

know where their money goes will really benefit from this chapter.

Budgeting can be really frustrating, especially for the average person with

an average paycheck. However, budgeting can be easy as long as a system

is followed precisely. Putting that system in place is what budgeting is all

about.

Does it ever feel like you don’t have enough money to get you through the

month? Have you ever received your credit card statement and gasped in

shock?

When you take the time to establish a budget that works for you and/or

your family, you’ll never have to go through that sinking feeling again.

You’ll know exactly where your money is going.

Chances are that when you stick to a budget, it will be a whole lot easier

to do  things you want, pay the bills, create a savings plan and more.
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Here are a few tips before you get started:

Calculate Your Total Income

The first step in creating any budget is to know what your minimum

monthly income is. Add up the household income for yourself and include

your spouse if applicable.

Most budgets tend to work better if the income from all working

individuals is not counted separately. It provides a feeling of equality

despite the income levels of each spouse.

Be sure to count all sources of take-home income to get a good idea of

what you have to work with. If certain income is random or sometimes

fluctuates higher, it is best not to tally that added amount into your

budget.

That way you will be in for a nice surprise when you find that you’ve got

some extra money at the end of the month.

Be sure to have a plan for any extra money that does come in. That could

be savings plans, vacation funds, you name it!

List Any Expenses You Have

Different people have different expenses depending on income, special

needs and personal preference. The key is to map out your basic needs

expense package and then add on what you can afford comfortably.

Here is a quick reference list of expenses many people find themselves
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with on a monthly basis:

Mortgage/Rent Life Insurance Retirement Water/Sewer

Credit Cards Car Insurance Investments Transportation

Home Equity Home Insurance Heating Fuel and Repair

Car Loans Savings Electric Clothing

Taxes Vacation Fund Phone Food and Drinks

Health Policy College Fund Mobile Bill Grooming

Pets Medical Dental Bank Fees

Cable/Satellite Internet Memberships Lunch Money

Spending Kids/Baby Home Repairs Auto Maintain

Household Optical Medications Child Support

Church/Charity Entertainment Lawn Care Other

Obviously you may not have many of these expenses. Just add up

whatever you feel that you cannot live without and move on to the next

step. You can always add or remove expenses as your budget allows.

Subtract Your Total Expenses From Income

Now that you know what you're working with, subtract the total of all

expenses from your total monthly income. Hopefully, the difference will
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be a positive amount.

If your monthly expenses are more than your income, it is necessary to

reevaluate and eliminate some things or find a way to increase your

income. If you get lucky enough to have extra room after calculating the

difference, you can add it to savings or splurge on something each month.

Developing a Savings Plan

The saying, “every penny saved is a penny gained” is quite accurate. Your

income can come into one hand and go right out the other without so

much as a backward glance.

Some people have absolutely no plan for savings while others harbor

every extra penny, nickel and dime they come across. The trick is to find

a balance that is right for you and your savings goals.

Almost everyone has some sort of savings dreams whether they like to

admit it or not. Maybe it’s for a shiny new car or a down payment for a

home. Maybe it’s to surprise a loved one with something they have always

dreamed of. Whatever the reason, saving can be one of the most fulfilling

things you can do... and one of the smartest!

First think about the things you want to achieve. Write them all down

and find out how much you will need in total to achieve your goals. List

each goal and the time in which you wish to achieve each one.

Now that you can visualize each specific savings goal, you’ll be a lot more

likely to succeed in sticking with a plan.

The next step is to find out how much you can afford to save out of your

income after paying all of your expenses. If there is an expense that you

can live without for a while, now is a great time to eliminate it and
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provide your savings with a boost.

Now that you know what you have to invest in your savings plan, begin

creating realistic timeframes for achieving them. It might be possible to

save for multiple goals at one time however if you don’t have very much to

save it will be better to stick with one at a time.

Continue to review your savings plans to insure that you continue to stay

on the right track. Soon you’ll discover that your savings plans really do

work.

Remember to set goals that are achievable and don’t make you miserable.

Setting savings goals that require you to sacrifice too much will only set

you up to fail. Give yourself enough money to still be happy while still

being able to save for your goals.

Keep temptations away to prevent steering off of your savings path. For

instance, if you know that you can’t stop until you’ve spent every extra

dollar you have when you go out, only bring what you planned in your

budget and leave the rest at home.

You’ll be well on your way to saving for the goals you’ve always wanted

when you create your realistic plan and stick to it.

Saving is possible!
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9. Importance of Sleep and Relaxation

You might be wondering what a chapter on sleep and relaxation is doing

in a book about organization and order. You don’t get anything done

while laying in bed snoring do you? Though that is most definitely the

case, sleep and relaxation go hand-in-hand with your ability to remain

energized, focused and in a good mood during the day - three of the most

important factors for a stress-free and well organized life.

Why Sleep and Relaxation Are So Important

Most of us know that getting enough sleep and relaxing is good for us.

Everyone from teachers to doctors preach the benefits of getting that

R&R. But do you know why it’s really so important aside from simply

making us feel a little less tired? There are several studies that show

significant differences between those that aren’t well rested and those

that are.

Benefits of getting the right amount of sleep include:
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● Improved memory and learning

● Increased creativity

● Ability to perform better and do more

● Maximize your attention span

● Greatly reduce stress

● Prevent accidents from occurring

● Less likelihood of depression

All of these things help you to be more productive in every aspect of life so

that you can achieve the ultimate organized lifestyle you have always

wanted.

How Much Sleep Do You Really Need?

The 8 hours per day mantra many of us have come to live by may not be

the best for you after all.

It has been proven that people who sleep too long are just as likely to

suffer from sleep-related symptoms as those who don’t get enough sleep

too. In fact, studies show that those who sleep less than 6.5 hours a night

or 8 hours or more per night don’t live quite as long as those who sleep

between 6.5 and 7.5 hours per night.

Sleep deprivation is also a serious problem. Never sleep less than 6 hours

per night because this leads to increased risk for accidents, work related

mistakes, injuries and other organization hindrances.

How to Get a Good Night’s Sleep Every Time

There are several ways to improve your sleep and get a good night’s rest.

Most of them are easy to do and not really difficult to incorporate into

your life.
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Get on a Sleep Schedule Catered to You

The first and foremost thing you can do to improve your sleep is to get

into a regular bedtime routine with a set time for going to bed and

waking up.

 One great way to find out what your natural body clock needs is to let

yourself wake up naturally for a few days without the alarm clock and

record the time. Go to bed at the same time each night and then find out

how many hours it takes for you to wake up on your own. Use the average

as your natural sleep schedule and set your alarm to match it.

Use Light to Your Advantage

Most people don’t realize how important of a role light plays in our

sleeping patterns and how well we sleep. Light prevents your brain from

producing the hormone needed for restful sleep, melatonin. Without

melatonin production you will not reach the wonderfully rejuvenating

type of sleep you need to maintain a well organized and chaos-free life.

Sometimes this can be the single reason for insomnia and sleep related

problems and you might just be one of those that didn’t realize how

detrimental a little light can be to your sleep until now. Here’s how to use

light to your advantage to get a peacefully pleasant night of sleep every

night.

The first step to using light to help you sleep better is to get enough of it

during your waking hours. When you wake up in the morning spend a

few minutes soaking in the morning sunlight before you throw on your

shades.

This will help your brain realize that it’s no longer time to sleep and give

you a little boost of energy. Expose yourself to as much light as possible
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during the waking hours so that your body cannot produce melatonin to

make you feel sleepy.

When it’s time to get ready for bed, help your body begin producing

melatonin by lowering the lights in your bedroom. A black light or

dimmer switch can be the perfect alternative to the bright light bulbs you

use earlier in the evening. Use the low lighting approximately one hour

before bedtime and turn the lights out completely 10-20 minutes before

you plan to fall asleep.

Remember that the TV, computer, backlit reading tablets and other light

producing technology drastically reduces your melatonin production. If

you must entertain yourself before going to bed try listening to some

relaxing music or a recording designed for meditation. These are perfect

ways to make sleep come within minutes of your head hitting the pillow.

If you sleep during the day, invest in some light blocking curtains. They

will keep it dark enough and help lower your electric bill at the same

time.

Reduce Bedtime Worrying

It’s easy to let all your problems and to-dos flood your thoughts right

when you lay down to sleep. Sometimes this worrying can be so bad that

it prevents you from falling asleep at all, forcing you to toss and turn all

night long. Or maybe you find yourself staring at the clock in horror as

your precious sleeping hours waste away unused.

If this happens to you, the good news is that there are some really simple

and highly effective solutions. A combination of keeping a worry journal

and using a distraction technique is usually all it takes to completely get

rid of bedtime worries.
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Dedicate a few minutes of your day to addressing issues that are on your

mind - things that  you know will prevent you from falling right to sleep.

Write them all down on paper and think of something that will help you

solve the problem or simply write down a time that you will come back to

the issue later.

Once you have written down something next to every issue that is

bugging you, give yourself a pat on the back. You can now allow those

worries to be considered taken care of for the night.

Once you have taken care of your worry journal, get into bed and drift

into blissful sleep. Getting there will be easy as pie when you use a

distraction technique. It can be anything from visualizing yourself

floating on clouds to counting sheep. Some professionals recommend

counting backwards from three hundred by three. You can play around

with different techniques to find the one that works best for you.

Practical Relaxation Techniques and Stress Reducers

Sometimes it can be difficult to go about your responsibilities when

stress is clouding every aspect of your daily life. But there are ways to

cope with or even eliminate stress completely from your life without too

much time or effort.

Here are the best ways to stop stress from stopping you:

Meditation

Get comfortable in whatever position is relaxing to you. It doesn’t matter

if you are lying down, sitting or crossing your legs as long as you’re

muscles are able to relax. Next focus on your breathing and let the air

completely fill your lungs before slowly letting it out. Now close your eyes
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and let your troubles melt away.

Depending on your own personal preference you can focus on something

that makes you feel at peace. Some like to use their favorite quote while

others enjoy picturing their dreams have come true. Whatever works best

for you is ideal.

Once you feel relaxed, let your thoughts lead you wherever they want

without judging how you feel. For proper meditation you’ll need some

peace and quiet or a soothing recording of music or sounds.

After a few minutes of meditation during your evening ritual or anytime

you need an escape, you’ll discover that your stress levels have

significantly improved. Optimal meditation routines should start at

about 15 minutes per day and gradually increase to about 45 minutes

daily. However, whatever you can fit into your schedule will be beneficial.

Listen to Music

It has been said that music affects the soul like words affect the mind.

Music can stir emotion in a way that is almost irresistible. It produces a

“feel good” state of mind that makes all of your problems forgotten in

that moment.

Everyone has a few songs that literally touch their soul in a way that rips

the stress right out of them, roots and all. What are your favorite “feel

good” songs? It can be classical masterpieces, rock n roll, pop, jazz,

country, alternative, hip-hop, rhythm and blues... whatever you fancy.

If it makes you feel good then play it proudly and enjoy the feeling that

comes over you as you listen. Try using headphones and reclining in your

favorite chair for an instant stress reliever that is yours alone.
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Soon you will forget whatever was bothering you in the first place!

You Time

Everyone needs a little time just for themselves once in awhile. For guys it

may be a relaxing evening on the couch, a visit to the gym, or maybe a

great video or computer game. Ladies might want to visit the salon for a

pedicure, enjoy a great novel while laying under the sun, or get a facial.

Whatever those things are that you really love to do just for yourself, do

them!

Of course everything needs to be in moderation so don’t take it to any

extremes but set aside a time of day or a few hours each week just for you

and you alone. It will do wonders for your life and allow you to

accomplish more when you have to go back to doing things for everyone

else.

You might be wondering how you can find the time or money to do things

that really please you. If so it’s time to re-evaluate your schedule and

eliminate things that don’t really need to be there.

For instance, if you spend two hours putting away your kids clothing,

shift the responsibility onto them. It will teach them good habits and give

you two full hours to go do something that you previously only dreamed

of!

If it’s lack of money that is getting in your way, try doing something that

is both affordable and enjoyable to you for a guilt-free pleasure. Visit the

library and check out some great books or go for a walk with the dog.

There are plenty of great things to do that don’t require any money. After

all, the best things in life are free!
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Aromatherapy

There is no denying the incredible power of our sense of smell.

From the undeniably torturous odors of the stinky variety to the

tantalizing aromas that make you want to breath deeper just to get more

of it, scent has it’s own special place nestled inside the human brain. The

right aroma stirs up powerful memories, puts a smile on our faces and

fills our hearts with pure joy so it’s no wonder that aromatherapy is on

our list of ways to relax and reduce stress.

Aromatherapy works on the limbic system of the brain to provide you

with a feeling of relaxation and enjoyment. Why else would there be so

many different perfumes, fragrance oils, and other smell good products?

A great way to enjoy aromatherapy is to get an oil diffuser and your

favorite smelling fragrance oil. You’ll get hours upon hours of use out of

one small bottle. There are also some fabulous bathing products

especially for aromatherapy that will make your bathing experience

amazing.

The best scents for stress relief include Lavender, Chamomile, Lemon,

Eucalyptus, Sandalwood, Frankincense, Angelica, Clary sage and

Cardamom. Experiment with your own as well to enjoy a truly powerful

form of relaxation.

Laughter

Laughter really is the best medicine for stress relief and happiness in

general. When you laugh, endorphins are released by your brain that

produce a feeling of contentment, even capable of temporarily relieving

pain. It provides many benefits to the mind and body including an

immune system boost and promotes muscle relaxation.
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Laughing may be easier said than done for some people. However, with

the right combination, laughing will come with ease. Things that could

help you laugh more often include watching a funny movie or show on

TV, enjoying some good jokes, reading the comic section of the

newspaper, watching stand-up comedy, doing something silly with family

or friends, having fun with a pet, going bowling, playing mini-golf,

singing karaoke, making a baby laugh... the possibilities are endless.

Remember that life doesn’t always have to be so serious and a little

laughter goes a long way in reducing stress. Next time you find yourself in

a stressful situation just laugh about it instead. You’ll be glad you did!

Imagine Your Oasis

Everyone has a scenario that brings them great pleasure. Even if it’s not

possible to make it reality doesn’t meant that a little imagination won’t

do. In fact, your imagination can go a long way in helping you feel relaxed

and completely stress-free in just minutes!

It might sounds a bit silly at first if you are new to using your

imagination but after trying it out you’ll be hooked to the feeling of

creating your own little oasis in your mind. It’s actually one of the easiest

ways to transport yourself to any paradise your mind can conjure up.

First get into a comfortable position and concentrate on relaxing your

entire body muscle by muscle, starting with the top of your head and

working your way down to the tips of your toes.

Let the tension escape from your body and then start imagining where

you are, who is with you, what your surroundings are, what you hear.

What do you see? What are you doing? What do you taste? What do you

feel?
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Once you create this world inside of your head, revel in the feeling it

creates in your mind. Because it’s completely free, it’s almost better than

the real thing! Try doing this as you drift off to sleep too. You may find

that your unconscious carries on your imaginary world all night long.

Enjoy the Little Things

We’re all guilty of taking things for granted at one time or another.

Whether it’s our family, friends, pets, or just life in general, it is really

easy to forget how important those things really are and how much good

is actually around us all the time.

Take a look at your life and try to open your mind to feeling thankful and

blessed for all the little things and cherish every tiny detail. One reason

why some people get so stressed out is because they don’t take the time to

really enjoy the little things. Relish in that morning cup of coffee or enjoy

some quality time with those you love without letting negativity cloud

your mind.

Life itself is enough to be thankful for and the fact that we can make

choices and change our own destiny can be enough to get you over any

hurdles thrown at you.

Many people look back at their lives and wish that they would have

appreciated more things that they took for granted. It’s never too late to

start doing that. You might just find that you have a lot to be thankful for

despite all of life’s obstacles.

Love a Person or Pet

One way to feel a big weight lifted off of your chest it to love someone.

That someone can be human or animal and the more the merrier. Cuddle
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with your kids and watch something together on TV.

Spending quality time with your children will evoke a strong bond that is

not easily broken. Get kisses from your dog or enjoy the affectionate

attention of a cat. Pet owners are generally happier than those who don’t

have any pets and animals make the perfect companions.

Sex between lovers can also be the ultimate form of stress reduction and

has been linked to improved health and well being. Having sex at least

once a week can lower blood pressure, stress and pain levels.

It is linked with higher levels of antibodies meaning that you’re less likely

to get sick. It’s also a great workout which means your heart will thank

you. It increases oxytocin levels, a hormone that makes people feel

content, reduces anxiety and promotes a secure, calm feeling.

Receive a Massage

Receiving a massage can be very relaxing. Sometimes massages can

provide miraculous relief from aches and pains. A licensed massage

therapist is your best bet for massages as they are highly trained to know

how and when to apply pressure safely. You can also use a self-massaging

chair or device to rub away your pain and stress from the comfort and

convenience of your own home.

Now that you’re armed with a collection of highly effective stress relief

and relaxation methods, go ahead and start trying them out today to win

the battle against stress. You’ll be surprised how quickly everything else

falls into place when you’re happy and relaxed.
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Chapter 10. Being Prepared for Anything

It’s better to be safe than sorry. Just in case of an emergency it is highly

recommended that every family have a plan in place. Here is a

compilation of everything that can be done to insure you and your family

make it through whatever comes your way.

Quick Grab Document Package

In case of a fire or natural disaster it may be necessary to quickly

evacuate your home in order to get out of harms way. However certain

things are really important and must be taken with you and for this

reason it is imperative to have everything important all in one place.

A quick grab document package is the perfect solution. Not only will you

possibly save lives by avoiding a frantic search for what you need, it can

also help you rebuild your life faster should you face a catastrophic event

such as a flood, hurricane, tornado, fire or earthquake.

Here is what you should put into your quick grab document package:
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1. Photos of each member of your family including pets. Update the

photos annually.

2. Emergency contact information sheet with list of phone numbers for

FEMA, family members and close friends.

3. A copy of all of the following documents... everyone’s IDs, passports,

birth certificates, Social Security cards, diplomas, professional licenses or

certificates, car titles, loan and insurance information, front and back of

credit cards, three of your most recent bank statements, last three years

tax returns, home mortgage papers or lease agreement, homeowners or

rental insurance, car insurance, life insurance policies, marriage license,

medical binder (from chapter 4.), military records, inventory of valuable

things in your home.

4. Video of every room in home for insurance purposes. Include jewelry,

appliances, furniture, electronics, antiques, and anything else of value.

5. Backup of all pictures and videos. Scan the pictures and save them to a

CD or flash drive. Have bulkier videos switched to electronic storage to

take up less space.

6. Scan all of the above documents and save them electronically on a usb

drive for compact keeping.

Place all of these items in a fireproof, waterproof carrying case that is

light enough to pick up easily. Keep it in a location that is on your escape

path so that you don’t have to deviate when making a quick exit.

Natural Disaster Relief Kit

Some people are prepping for doomsday by building fortresses full of

everything they need to stay alive for many years while others go about
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life without making any preparations at all. Both extremes are probably

not ideal but it’s better to be over prepared than to not be prepared at all.

Here is a basic natural disaster kit that will work for the average person.

Keep the following items in an overnight bag or backpack...

-Flashlight

-Portable Battery Powered Radio or TV

-First Aid Kit

-Prescription Medications

-Credit Cards

-Cash

-Identification Cards

-Flares

-Whistle

-Baby Supplies if Applicable

For an extended emergency situation you’ll need...

-Three gallons of clean drinking water per person - more if you can get it

-Three days worth of ready to eat, non-perishable food

-Pet supplies and carrier

-Hand can opener

-Paper Plates

-Plastic Cups

-Trash Bags

-Plastic utensils

-Regular liquid bleach

-Portable stove with fuel (if needed)

-Instant coffee

-Blankets or sleeping bags

-Tent

-Compass
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-multi-use pocket tool (Swiss Army Knife)

-Complete changes of clothing and shoes for everyone

-Umbrella

-Hygiene items

-Entertainment such as magazines, board games, toys, books, etc.

Once you’ve assembled your kit you’ll need to maintain it. Every 6 months

replace the water and food with fresh supplies or simply check the

expiration dates. Batteries also have expirations so be sure to stock up on

some that have a long life and replace as needed.

Fire Plan

A fire plan and regular fire drills will mean the difference between life

and death in the unfortunate case of a fire in your home. The risk of

dying in a fire is greatly reduced when a plan is in place for evacuation.

Every good fire plan starts with prevention. There are many things you

can do to avoid starting fires altogether. Pay attention to circuit board

and extension cord limits and always be sure that you don’t exceed them.

Cords should never be placed in areas where people may trip over them

or under area rugs. Be careful not to allow sharp objects near any of the

cords or wires to prevent damage that could lead to a fire.

It’s also very important to use safety plug covers for all outlets not in use.

If you notice an appliance or electrical device is overheating, emitting an

unusual smell, is shorting out or sparking, immediately shut it off and

unplug it. Always have these things repaired by a professional or better

yet, have them replaced.

Never place anything flammable on or around the stove or oven and

always turn the burners completely off when you finish cooking. Be

careful not to overheat oil as it can catch fire when it gets too hot.
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Never place anything in the dryer that is flammable or dry things that

have previously had oil on them.

When it comes to space heaters caution is extremely important. The risk

of fire, death and injury is greatly increased with the use of space heaters

so if possible it is best to use central heating.

If you must use space heaters, the warnings are not just there as a general

guideline. They must be heeded with extreme care. Otherwise these types

of heaters can and will cause fires. First be sure to keep anything

flammable at least three feet away from all sides of the heater and off of

carpeting.

If using a kerosene heater, never use gasoline or camp-stove for fuel.

Refueling should be done outside and the heater must be completely

cooled down before doing so.

Fireplaces should be kept contained to an actual fireplace. Fires can be

avoided by using firescreens and having the chimney cleaned at least

once every year. The best time to have the chimney cleaned is right before

you plan to use it for the first time annually. This prevents the creosote

from building up along the walls of the chimney and catching fire.

Now that you know what you can do to prevent a fire, now it’s time to

learn about all the things you can do to help save lives just in case a fire

does break out.

Updating smoke detectors with good batteries is just about the best thing

you can do to help with early detection. Most alarms provide enough time

for family members to get safely outside the home. Not having an alarm

would permit the fire to easily engulf most of a home while everyone is

still sound asleep in bed.
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Fire alarms should be placed in every single room of the house including

bathrooms, pantries and hallways. They should be tested once a month

according to the manufacturer instructions. Have a fire extinguisher in

areas of the house where fires are more likely to occur such as the kitchen

and fireplace. Then be prepared to use them by reading the instructions

carefully.

A really good idea to help significantly increase your survival chances in

case of a fire is to invest in some home fire safety sprinklers. When

combined with working smoke detectors, these two fire safety devices will

most likely save your life should a fire start. In most cases the fire is

contained or even put out. Fire safety sprinklers can also save you money

on homeowners insurance and will increase the value of your home too.

Aside from the warning signals and sprinklers, a practiced evacuation

plan is key to survival. Have every member of household practice

escaping using different scenarios from every room of the home. Teach

everyone, especially young children not to hide during a fire. Stay low on

the floor and check doors for heat before attempting to open them. Turn

around and find another escape method if a door is hot.

Be sure that windows can be opened easily by everyone in the house and

that screens can be removed without problems. Safety bars should have a

feature that allows them to be quickly removed during an evacuation.

Those that live on the top level of homes will need to have a plan in place

if they find themselves trapped upstairs. An escape ladder that fits

securely to the window should be kept handy just in case.

Be sure to practice getting down from the window safely and have a plan

for small children and babies. Know exactly what you will do to get them

out safely beforehand. It’s always a good idea to have the rooms of
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younger children on the bottom floor, preferably next to the parent’s

room. Teach them the stop! drop! and roll! technique if fire gets on their

clothing.

If you live in an apartment, always, use the stairs to evacuate as the

elevators could become a trap. Know where the fire alarms in the

buildings are located. You will need to pull them should a fire start and

the alarms fails to go off immediately. The sooner an alarm is pulled, the

better the chances are of everyone getting out safely.

If it is impossible to escape from an upstairs apartment or room, quickly

stuff the cracks of the door with wet towels, clothing, duct tape or similar

items and call 911. Tell them exactly where you are. Open up the window

and use a sheet, flashlight or other easily visible object to signal for help.

Never let panic set in and force you to jump early. Unless you are only on

the second floor, jumping will likely result in serious injury or death. Only

jump if fire is just feet away and your only other option is to face the

flames. Be sure to give yourself plenty of distance to avoid hitting

anything on the way down.

Remember to have a planned location where everyone is to meet up a safe

distance from the house. Once you’re out, never go back inside. Call for

help only after you are safely outside.

Practice fire drills on a monthly basis until all family members are

comfortable with the escape method.

Earthquake Safety Tips

If you ever find yourself at the ground-trembling mercy of an earthquake,

there is a special safety method that has been proven to be highly
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effective in keeping you as safe as possible. Other methods are more

dangerous and could likely get you killed instead of saving your life.

The Drop! Cover! and Hold On method is the prefered choice for those

facing an earthquake. Make sure your entire family learns this technique

just in case.

The first step is to drop down to the floor on your hands and knees. This

position prevents you from falling, one of the leading causes of injury

during an earthquake. It also allows you to still move if you have to. The

only exception to dropping is if you are in bed and away from windows

and other heavy object that could fall on you. If this is the case, stay in

bed and use your pillows and blankets to shield your head and neck.

The second thing you will need to do is seek cover to protect yourself from

being hit by objects that could fall and hurt you. This could be under a

sturdy piece of furniture such as a desk or table. If there is no such

furniture available, get low against an interior wall and cover your head

and neck with your arms and hands.

The final step to the method is to hold onto your cover as much as

possible to keep it over you. It might be necessary to move with the

furniture as it may move across the floor during the movement. Do your

best to stay as sheltered as possible despite the shaky situation. Only

move out of your cover after all shaking has stopped and remember to be

prepared for aftershocks.

Now there are also a few things that you need to know NOT to do during

an earthquake.

DO NOT run outside or to other rooms in the building

DO NOT stand in a doorway

DO NOT stay out in the open
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DO NOT use elevators working or not

Some well wishers have been spreading the advice of the triangle of life

method for protection which tells you to lie down next to a piece of strong

furniture such as a bed or sofa. This advice ONLY applies to those in a

non-structural building where the walls and ceiling are likely to cave in.

These types of buildings are only found in places where buildings are

made of clay and unreinforced concrete. Not in places like California,

where building codes are strictly enforced.

Hurricane Preparation

It’s unsettling to think about how many hurricanes have caught its

victims totally unprepared for the harsh reality of nature’s unmistakable

power. The deadliest storm on record, the Bhola Cyclone of 1970 hit

today’s Bangladesh and West Bengal in India killing an estimated

400,000 people. If only those people had been better prepared, then

maybe they might still be alive today.

In 1900 Galveston Texas was hit by one of the most devastating

hurricanes without very much warning at all from the weather

forecasters. No one was prepared for the 15 foot storm surge that leveled

everything it its path. Over 6,000 lives were claimed by the Galveston

Hurricane.

Then there was Katrina. This hurricane was amongst the costliest to hit

the US and some argue that it was also the most avoidable if only

evacuation and preparations were made. Over 1,800 people lost their

lives due to the overwhelming flood waters. The levees in Louisiana were

trampled by the surge causing panic and chaos. Hardly anyone in the

affected areas was prepared for the havoc wreaked by this powerful,
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category 5 hurricane.

It is possible to  learn from the past in order to better prepare yourself

and your family from hurricanes and other powerful storms in the future.

There are two main keys to surviving any storm - preparation and if in a

flood zone or if the storm is too strong, evacuation.

Here’s how to have the best odds when facing these powerful forces of

nature:

The first step to surviving a hurricane is to know that one is coming in

the first place. Pay attention to the weather forecasts and keep a close eye

on storms headed your way. If at all possible have supplies ready to

protect your home in case you are in the projected path including a

natural disaster relief kit.

It is also highly recommended to have a generator as power outages

lasting days are a common occurrence in the aftermath of a hurricane.

Have storm shutters installed on your windows or get some plywood with

⅝” thickness. Use straps or special roof fasteners to reinforce your roof.

It’s also extremely important to reinforce your garage doors as wind can

significantly damage the structure of your home if it pushes through the

garage. You might also want to consider including a safe room in your

home just in case.

Avoid outdoor furniture, trash cans and decorations from becoming

deadly flying objects by planning to bring them inside the garage, shed or

home. If you have a boat, plan what you will do to secure it should the

need arise. Trim all trees and bushes to prevent loose branches from

turning into torpedos.

If you live in an evacuation zone, plan routes you will take to leave as
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quickly as possible. Know whether or not you live in a flood prone area or

where the tide could become dangerous. If you live near levees or dams,

be sure to leave the area if flooding is expected to be a problem. Learn

where higher ground is and make that your evacuation destination. If you

live in a high rise building, take shelter on or below the tenth floor.

Have emergency contact numbers for your local hospital, electric

company, Red Cross and your home insurance agent. If you evacuate,

make sure your area is declared safe to return before going back.

Remember that hurricanes have an eye and that the worst may still be yet

to come even if it seems calm for the moment. Never go outside until the

storm has completely passed.

Tornado Safety Tips

Tornadoes occur with little to no warning and can level homes in seconds.

They are what nightmares are made of. But it doesn’t mean that if you’re

caught in the path of one that you have no hope of better protecting

yourself and your family. It is possible to save lives by simply not allowing

panic to set in and having a practiced safety plan in place. Property

insurance is also a big must.

If you live in an area prone to tornadoes, such as tornado alley it is a

really smart idea to have an underground shelter that is specifically

designed to withstand tornado strength winds. Indoor storm shelters are

best due to the fact that you don’t have to risk running outside to get to

the shelter.

Whatever you choose, it is good to have some supplies stocked up inside

just in case everything is gone. Water, canned food, a can opener and

some flashlights are typically good enough to sustain you until help

arrives.
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If no storm shelter is available, take shelter indoors away from windows

in a centermost room of the home such as a closet or bathroom. A

hallway or under a stairwell will suffice as well. Be sure that everyone in

the home knows how to quickly get to your designated safe area and

practice at least once a year. Use a mattress, pillows, thick blankets or

couch cushions as shields against flying debris. You can also seek some

protection by getting underneath sturdy pieces of furniture such as a

desk.

If you live in a mobile home, it is not safe to stay when tornado warnings

are in place. Try to get to a better shelter if possible. Automobiles are just

as bad when it comes to protection against tornados. If possible seek

ground that is lower than the rest, lay down and put your hands and arms

over your head.

If you must stay in your mobile home or car, get as low as you can and

cover your head with anything that can offer some protection. Usually the

closest point to the center of a mobile home is the safest place to hide out.

After the tornado passes, call for help if you can. Keep clear of power lines

or puddles of water that may be carrying electrical currents. Wear shoes

and be careful not to step on glass or other debris left behind. If a

building is severely damaged, don’t go inside as it may not be structurally

sound and could collapse at any moment. Lighters and matches should

not be used as leaking gas or fuel lines could cause a fire.

Be careful to pay close attention to what safety officials instruct you to do.
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Surviving a Tsunami

Tsunamis are very subtle when out in the ocean’s depths and can even go

unnoticed by boats and ships as they pass directly underneath them.

However, when they get to the shore they are extremely deadly and

destructive. They are caused by earthquakes that occur far out on the

ocean floor, meaning that most people don’t even feel the ground shake at

all prior to the coming wave.

The warning signs of a tsunami include:

Possibility of slight earthquake on shore - If you ever feel an earthquake

while on the beach, it is safest to leave the area and go inland.

Minutes before the tsunami hits, water rapidly recedes from the shore - If

you see the water on the beach suddenly recede quickly, immediately seek

higher ground. This could be a hill, the top floor of a building or as far

away from the shore as possible. Don’t stay for a second to explore the

newly revealed beachline. Just get out of there!

Some beaches are equipped with sirens - Listen for these sirens that can

warn you of a possible tsunami and give you precious seconds to get to

safety.

The ocean may roar - If you hear the ocean roar, you have just a matter of

seconds to get off the beach and find higher ground. Do whatever you can

to avoid being sucked under the water. If you are caught in the current

try to find something to hold onto and don’t let go.

If you live in a danger zone, be prepared to evacuate as soon as you realize

the danger or create a family disaster plan. After a tsunami, stay away

from the water if possible and avoid areas where power lines are located.
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Flood Safety

A flood is much easier to predict than a tsunami but that doesn't mean

you shouldn't be prepared  at all times anyways. Thanks to levees, dams

and manmade relief systems flooding is avoided most of the time. But

these protections can fail or not be available in certain areas.

The likelihood of experiencing a flood can be greatly diminished by

avoiding low lying areas called floodplains. Researching which areas are

less likely to flood can help you avoid costly damages when choosing a

home.

Just in case you do find yourself facing a flood, here is what to do:

Remember to pay close attention to the news and make preparations

immediately upon learning about a flood watch or warning in your area.

During a watch it is a good idea to make your own protection system by

filling waterproof bags with sand. If a warning occurs take these sand

bags and place them around the areas of your home where flood waters

are likely to enter.

When a flood is expected you can save your life and possibly your home

by taking the warnings seriously. Have a natural disaster relief kit ready

to go at all times and evacuate immediately if your area is asked to leave.

Don’t take any chances. If a flash flood is at all possible, move

immediately to a designated safe zone out of harms way.

In addition to the sandbags, help prepare your home for potential

flooding while you are gone by moving valuables upstairs if applicable.

Bring in outdoor patio furniture and other things that could be washed

away if left outside. Turn off the main water and electricity to avoid fire

and water contamination if flood waters are expected to enter your home.
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If you find yourself in a flood there are a few things to improve your

chances of survival. Firstly, don’t ever try to walk through moving water.

One wrong step in as little as 6 inches of water could knock you off your

feet. Flood currents are very strong and can quickly turn deadly.

Never try to drive through flooded areas. If you find yourself stuck in your

vehicle due to rising waters, get out as fast as you can and get to safety if

at all possible. If you are forced to walk through flood waters, do so only

when the waters are not moving and use a broom, pole or other stick like

object to see what awaits your steps on the ground below.

Electricity flows through water easily so it is always a good idea not to

operate or even touch anything electrical when wet or standing in water.

Stay away from powerlines and report any downed lines to the power

company.

Flood waters can stay for days or even weeks. This water can be very

dangerous, carrying disease, hidden sharp objects, sewage and poisons.

NEVER drink flood water! Avoid contact with the flood water whenever

possible.

If you evacuate your home, only return when you are told it is safe to do

so by authorities. Always check with officials or listen to the news for

reports on whether the water from your faucets is safe to drink.

Buildings surrounded by flood waters should be evacuated until waters

recede. Be cautious when using roads that may have been rendered

unstable by the flood.

Be sure to have any repairs made to sewage lines, septic tanks or other

sewage systems right away. Left unchecked, these can have serious

hazards to health and environment. Disinfect anything that got wet to

prevent mildew and kill any lingering germs.
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Some places flood so often that they have all of these methods down to a

science. Though you may not have to worry about a flood every year, you

too can still have a flawless plan in place using the advice from this

chapter and a little hard work. It will all be worth it should you ever have

to face flooding no matter how severe it is.

Missing Person

That shocking moment of realization that a loved one is missing can be

both frightening and panic-filled. Hopefully it never, ever happens to you

and it probably won’t. Just in case though, its best to know what to do

when someone goes missing and what to do to reduce the chances of it

ever happening in the first place.

Women, children and the elderly are the most likely to go missing.

Sometimes children run away or are not properly supervised. Other times

a friend or someone they know takes them. Very few people are taken by

strangers because most are taught not to talk to strangers. However, that

definitely doesn't make them immune to being taken.

Here are a few preventative tips against abduction as an adult:

-Don’t go the same route every single day. Switch things up a bit and be

random to avoid anyone learning your routine and using it to their

advantage.

-Never get into a car with strangers. It’s never safe to accept a ride from

anyone you don’t know extremely well. They could have bad intentions

and you would have no way to protect yourself.

-Always keep your windows and doors locked, especially when the

protector of the home is not around. Kidnappers may think of it as an

invitation.
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-Always make sure someone knows where you are or where you are going.

This is especially important when meeting someone new or going on

dates.

- Provide a friend with the name of the person you are going to meet and

let them know when you get home safely.

- Purchase a self-defense weapon such as pepper spray or a stun gun and

learn how to use it.

How to protect children:

Aside from never talking to strangers, there are several other things you

can do to prevent your child from becoming a victim.

Internet Safety - Teach your children about the dangers of online

predators. Share with them that people may not be who they say they are

and to never give out their real name, where they live or their phone

number to anyone over the internet.

Identification - Have photos and fingerprints taken of your kids and

update every six months.

Records - Obtain your child’s updated dental and medical records for

your files.

Make it Hard - Tell your children to scream at the top of their lungs and

kick and wiggle as much as possible if someone grabs them. The harder it

is to abduct your child, the less likely they will be to succeed.

Never Leave Children Alone - No matter how prepared you think your

children are, never allow them to stay home alone, or leave them in the

car. Even for a short time it can be a recipe for disaster. Wait until they
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are at least 13 years of age before allowing them to be alone for any length

of time. However, each child’s maturity level should also be taken into

consideration.

Keep Names Private - Don’t allow children to wear their names on their

clothing, jewelry or backpacks. They may be more likely to trust someone

that knows their name not realizing how they got it.

Teach About Tactics - Tell your children about different scenarios that

are dangerous and the tactics people may use to trick them into

following. Some may use candy or toys to lure kids while others might use

a puppy or other pet.

The Buddy System - Always make sure your child stays in a group or with

an older child wherever they go. Most abductions happen when children

are alone because they are an easier target that way.

Getting Lost - Children sometimes get lost while in public places. Teach

them to go straight to the nearest open cash register, help desk or

counter and ask for help if they are lost. Tell them not to leave the

building with anyone under any circumstances and to stay in a place with

lots of people around.

Be Aware - Find out if there are sex offenders in your area and teach your

children to stay far away from them.

Remember Clothing - Always do a quick scan of what your child is

wearing every day to make spotting them easier should you become

separated.

Phone Home - Make sure your child knows how to use many different

phones and help them memorize your phone number including the area

code. Teach them to call you immediately if anything happens or if they
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feel unsafe for any reason.

School - If your child is not personally escorted by you to school, notify

the school that you would like to be called immediately after they notice

your child is not in attendance. Otherwise, you might not find out until

the evening as most schools send a recording at that time.

Know Your Neighbors - Get to know one or two neighbors and all of your

child’s friends and their parents. Have their phone numbers in a safe

place and maintain contact with whomever your child is visiting at all

times.

It’s never too late to start using these safeguards to protect you and your

children from harm.

Here are things you should do if you discover someone is missing:

The first thing to remember if someone goes missing is that it’s never too

soon to do something about it. It’s very difficult, but please do not panic.

That won’t help you find them any faster and will actually prevent you

from thinking clearly.

If the missing person is a child, search anywhere they might have gone or

hidden. Contact parents of friends, look around the neighborhood or

wherever you are. If in a store notify security and they will have a plan for

handling the situation.

If at home look under beds, under blankets, in closets and even in

vehicles. Check anywhere your child may have hidden. If you still cannot

find your child, call the police right away without delay.

When you call your local law enforcement tell them every detail about

your child that will help them find him or her quickly. Your child’s name,
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age, height, weight, clothes they were wearing, birthmarks and anything

else that could help them identify him or her.

To further help you a toll-free hotline has been set up by the National

Center for Missing and Exploited Children: 1-800-THE-LOST

(1800-843-5678). They can help you gain access to resources that will

help increase the chances of a reunion.

For adults that are missing, call anyone that is associated with that

person including their place of employement, friends, family and school.

Ask them if they have any knowledge of where they might be and also

when they last saw him or her.

If you still cannot find your missing person, immediately call local law

enforcement and provide them with all information you gathered from

those you called. Remember to have someone ready and waiting by any

phones the missing person might try to call.

It’s never too soon to contact police should the missing person be

vulnerable such as the disabled, very young or old, or those suffering from

mental disorders such as alzheimers.

Local news stations, radio shows, and newspapers can also be a great deal

of help when trying to spread the news as quickly as possible so be sure to

reach out to them. Use social networking sites for additional support.

Gather as many details as you can recall about what he or she was

wearing, who might have a reason to hurt them and any other pertinent

information. Check their phone bills for calls that they made or received

around the time they went missing.

Check around the place they live for any clues. Are clothes and suitcases

missing? Did they take anything unusual? If they have a bank account or
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safe have any unusual transactions occurred? If they have a vehicle where

is it? Check bus stations, taxi services, airports and trains for any record

of your missing person. If the person went missing while in a public

location, check surveillance cameras for clues.

Print flyers of the missing person and include a recent picture along with

any identifying information and post anywhere they allow - at mailboxes,

store entrances and at stop lights.

Remember to help police in any way you can by being careful not to

contaminate any evidence that could help them find your missing person.

This means no cleaning, dusting or tidying up their living spaces.

Most importantly, if your gut tells you that something is wrong, follow

your feelings and don’t let anyone blow you off. The more people you tell

and the more attention you bring to the case, the better your chances are

of finding your missing person alive and well.

First Aid

From a small cat scratch to a life-threatening situation, we all need to

know a few things about first-aid. If someone is hurt or needs help, they

may not be able to wait for paramedics to arrive. When seconds count,

here are some of the most common first-aid emergencies and the skills

you need to save lives:

Choking

If something is lodged in the throat or windpipe of a person, they are

choking. Something must be done immediately to dislodge the object and
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resume normal breathing. Here’s what to do:

Know the signs of choking. Most people will place their hands over their

throat and look a bit panicked. Other signs include inability to talk,

difficulty breathing, unusual sounds while breathing, skin and lips

turning blue and passing out.

If you notice any of those signs use the heal of your hand to deliver five

blows directly between the shoulder blades. If the person is still choking,

perform the Heimlich Maneuver five times. Repeat these steps until the

object is no longer blocking the airway. Some methods state to simply

skip the back blows and go straight to the Heimlich which is fine as well.

How to perform the Heimlich Maneuver:

Stand behind the person and wrap your arms around their waist like a

backwards hug. Move their body forward a bit and then make a fist with

one hand. Place the fist directly above the belly button. Cover the fist with

your other hand and quickly and forcefully apply upward pressure as if

trying to lift the person off the ground.

If the person is pregnant or significantly overweight, apply the fist just

below the ribcage instead.

For babies under 1 year of age, sit down on a chair or other piece of

furniture and place the infant over your arm resting on your thigh. Use

gently but firm thumps on the infant’s back with the heel of your hand. If

that doesn’t work do five quick chest compressions in the seated position

using two fingers over the breastbone.

In any case, immediately call 911 for assistance.

To better prepare yourself for a situation like this it is highly
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recommended that you take a certified training course in CPR and the

Heimlich Maneuver.

Insect Bite/Sting

If an insect bites or stings you, look for symptoms of allergic reaction

such as nausea, swelling of the face, breathing problems, abdominal pain,

lowered blood pressure, dizziness, faintness, hives, confusion or rapid

heart rate. If any of these occur take the person to the emergency room

right away or call an ambulance.

For mild reactions, remove the stinger if applicable and apply an ice pack

to the area. Take some pain reliever and an antihistamine. Get relief

topically by applying a hydrocortisone cream or numbing medicine.

For more severe allergies, check to see if the person carries an emergency

allergy medication and follow the directions to administer it. Loosen up

tight clothing and keep the person warm with a blanket. Have them lay

on their left side, especially if vomiting is present. If breathing stops or no

pulse can be felt, perform CPR.

Cuts and Scrapes

Cuts and scrapes of all shapes and sizes are among the most common

first-aid situation. Here is how to take care of them properly.

1. Clean it up!

First clean the wound with cool water. Use soap and a clean sponge or

cloth to gently clean the area around the wound. Be careful not to let the

soap get into the wound to avoid irritation.
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If there is any visible dirt or debris in the wound, use some tweezers

disinfected with rubbing alcohol to remove it. It isn’t necessary to use any

cleaning solutions unless otherwise told to do so by your doctor. They

normally cause more irritation than they help.

2. Stop the Bleeding

Bleeding is not necessarily a bad thing as long as it isn’t profuse. Usually

wounds will stop bleeding on their own within a few minutes time. Some

wounds bleed more than others due to being in an area with more blood

vessels. Bleeding is the body’s way of cleaning out the wound.

After cleaning the wound though, it is time to stop the bleeding. Use a

clean piece of gauze or similar material to apply gentle yet firm pressure

to the wound. If the bleeding seeps through, do not remove the existing

material, rather apply another and continue applying pressure. If the

wound is on an extremity you can slow bleeding further by elevating it

above your heart. After 20-30 minutes the bleeding should have stopped.

For more serious wounds it might be necessary to go to your local clinic

or ER for treatment.

3. Let it Heal

Most wounds do not need to be covered with any bandage unless it is in a

place that could get dirty or stick to clothing. Leaving it uncovered allows

a scab to form and healing to begin. If using a bandage, be sure to change

it daily to prevent infection. Antibiotic ointments are not really necessary

but can be used if preferred.

Some large scrapes may require additional treatment in the form of

occlusive dressings to reduce scarring and minimize the risk of infection

during healing. If infection is suspected, call your doctor.
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Burns

Burns can be very serious depending on the severity. To learn how to

treat each individual burn you will need to know how to tell the difference

between a first, second and third degree burn.

First Degree burns are painful, may swell slightly and will be red. When

pressure is applied to the burn it turns white. They take about a week to

heal and may peel after a couple of days during the healing process.

Treatment: Run cool water over the burn for at least five minutes. This

will minimize swelling and quickly bring out the heat from the skin.

Use aloe vera cream, burn cream or antibiotic ointment to prevent

infection. Loosely wrap a piece of dry gauze around the burn.

If needed, take some pain reliever such as ibuprofen or acetaminophen.

Second Degree burns are extremely painful and penetrate past the first

layer of skin. Blisters may appear on the skin and the area will be covered

in various shades of red.

There will likely be a lot of swelling and it could be two or three weeks

before healing is complete.

Treatment: At least 15 minutes of soaking the burn in cool water is

needed. Apply a thin layer of antibiotic ointment and cover with a

bandage that is designed not to stick to the damaged skin.

Then visit your doctor to determine if further treatment is needed. A cool

wet cloth may be placed over the area for a few minutes every day to help
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aid healing.

It is very important to change the bandage every day. First start with

clean, dry hands and gently remove the bandage. Rinse the wound and

pat dry with a clean cloth.

Apply more antibiotic ointment and then apply a new bandage. Be very

careful not to pop blisters that may form on skin or scratch the wound to

prevent infection.

Every day be careful to look for any sign of infection such as redness that

has spread, swelling or pus. If any signs are present, see your doctor

immediately.

Third Degree burns are very serious and affect all layers of the skin.

The skin can look white or blackened and pain may or may not be present

as the nerves and surrounding tissues are severely damaged. It can take a

very long time for this type of burn to heal.

Treatment: Don’t apply any ointments or creams and don’t remove any

clothing or material that is stuck to the skin. Soak a clean cloth in cool

water and place over as much of the wound as possible. Then go

immediately to your closest emergency room. If the wounds are severe

and you are not able to move, call 911 and ask for an ambulance. Try to

raise the burn above heart level to minimize harmful effects.

Burn Don’ts

● Don’t put butter or oil on a burn

● Don’t place ice or ice water directly on a second or third degree

burn

● Don’t pop any blisters that form
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Frostbite

You might think that you’re immune to frostbite because you will never

be put into that type of situation. Despite the low odds of this happening

to you, these helpful tips could literally save your appendages should you

face this extremely uncomfortable problem.

What is Frostbite?

Very cold temperatures can freeze your extremities such as your nose,

ears, feet and hands. This is called frostbite. People who say they are

“freezing” usually just mean they are very cold. But if you ever get

frostbite you can use the term literally!

You can tell you have frostbite if:

● Your skin looks white or grayish yellow

● You touch your skin and it feels waxy or very cold

● You begin to feel an itching, burning or numbing sensation

If you suspect that you may have frostbite, it is extremely important to

get out of the extremely cold weather and into a warmer place. If that is

not possible, use your armpits to warm hands, cross your legs to keep

your feet warm and tuck your face into your jacket to get the body heat.

Keep as dry as possible and don’t ever allow snow to touch frostbitten

areas.

Though it may seem like a good idea, rubbing the skin is not a good idea

and may cause damage. Avoid walking on frostbitten feet or toes and

don’t allow thawed tissue to freeze again. This will result in further

damage, probably irreversible.
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Gradually warming the affected areas is the safest way to treat frostbite.

Once indoors, use warm water (not hot) to slowly warm you up. Between

104 and 108 F (40 to 42 C) is best. Use a warm blanket from the dryer if

needed. Never use direct heat sources that could burn you when your skin

is too numb to feel it.

Once you’re all thawed out, keep an eye out for continued numbness, pain

or the development of blisters. If any of these symptoms occur, contact

your doctor right away.

Nosebleeds

Nosebleeds are quite common and normally pose no real threat to your

health. They can happen more frequently to some people than others but

of not usually a sign of anything serious. Though they can look pretty

intimidating, a nosebleed can usually be stopped quickly. The only reason

to see a doctor is if you get nosebleeds often, they last longer than 20

minutes or if the bleeding is the result of an injury.

Home Treatment:

There is a lot of misinformation out there about how to treat a nosebleed

and for some, the immediate response to a bloody nose is to tilt their

head back. However this is not the correct method for stopping a

nosebleed.

Here are the proper steps:

Step 1. Get some tissues

Step 2. Sit Down and Lean Forward Just a Little
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Step 3. Pinch your nose together using your thumb and index finger

directly below the bony portion of your nose. Use the tissue to catch any

blood that may drip.

Step 4. Hold your nose for at least 5 minutes

Step 5. Check if the bleeding has stopped and repeat steps 2-4 until

bleeding has stopped

Step 6. Try not to bend over, blow or pick your nose. Sneeze through your

mouth to prevent the nosebleed from returning.

If nosebleeds persist try using a humidifier in your home and avoid

smoking and secondhand smoke. See your doctor for further preventative

advice.

Seizures

Seizures can be very scary, especially if you don’t know what to do. There

are rumors about seizure first aid that could actually cause more harm

than good. Here is what to do if someone is having a seizure:

First help them lay down (on their side if possible) and remove any sharp

objects from the area. Loosen any clothing around the neck. DO NOT

place anything inside the person’s mouth or try to pry their teeth open.

Don’t try to hold them down or restrain them.

Once the person stops convulsing, lay them on their side to help open the

airway and check to make sure they are breathing. If the person hit their

head, does not have a pulse or is not breathing, call 911 right away. CPR

is only necessary if the person does not have a pulse or breathing after

one minute. Don’t leave the person alone for a few hours to make sure
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they are okay.

Heat Exhaustion/Heatstroke

Heat exhaustion and heatstroke occur when the body cannot keep itself

cool enough. It can be life threatening if not addressed quickly.

Signs of Heat Exhaustion Include:

● Nausea

● Rapid Heart rate

● Sweating Profusely

● Urine that is dark in color

● Weakness or Confusion

● Dizziness

If any of these symptoms are experienced, move into a cooler location as

fast very quickly. Get into an air conditioned room if possible or the

coolest place in the shade available. Drink lots of water or fluids

containing electrolytes such as Gatorade. Never drink alcohol or

caffeinated drinks as this can make the heat exhaustion worse.

A cool shower is perfect for lowering your body temperature and may be

just what you need to feel better. Contact your doctor if symptoms do not

improve within 30 minutes. Heat exhaustion can lead to heatstroke and

cause your organs to shut down if not taken seriously.

Signs of Heatstroke Include:

● Fever higher than 104 F

● Painful headache

● Vomiting

● Anxiety
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● Dizziness or Lightheadedness

● Disoriented

● Red or flushed looking skin

● Seized sweating

● Seizures

● Confusion

● Rapid breathing and heart rate

If you or someone you know is suspected of heatstroke they should be

taken to the hospital immediately. During the wait for treatment you can

help cool down the body by placing ice packs under armpits, around the

neck and on the back. Cool water can be wiped over the skin with a cloth

and a fan can be used to further cool down even more.

Emergency Phone Numbers

It’s always a good idea to have an emergency contact sheet handy just in

case. There are a few numbers that are crucial for anyone to have ready

at a moment’s notice. These can be posted on the fridge or anywhere else

for easy access. Numbers differ from place to place. Look in your local

phone book or online and include the following numbers on an emergency

contact list:

-Fire Department

-Police Department

-Nearest Emergency Room

-Poison Control

-Emergency Contacts (friends and family)

-Doctor

-Dentist

-Health Insurance
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Conclusion

With all of the useful information contained in the previous chapters,

you’ll soon discover just how fulfilling life can be. Gone are the days of

constant stress and worry caused by disorder.

Now that you have all the tools you need to turn chaos into order, there is

nothing stopping you from achieving your dreams both big and small. Let

nothing hold you back!

Grab life by the reins and make it take the direction you choose. You

won’t ever regret it.
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